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Contributors to this Issue 
ROBERT A. BARAKAT, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
is studying for the Ph.D. degree in the Gra duate Folk
lore and Folklife Department, University of Pennsylva
nia. A na tive of Massa husetts, he has taught a t Clark 
University, and has done extensive folk-cultural field 
work in Italy, Saudi Arabia, and M exico. In the United 
Sta tes he has worked on traditional a rchitecture and 
othcr aspects of material culture in New England as 
well as Pennsylvania. His article in this issue provides 
new analysis of two of Pennsylvania's earliest and most 
significant Germanic houses, the H err House of Lan
caster County and the Zeller House of Lebanon County. 

DR. LOUIS WINKLER, State College, Pennsylvania, 
is a member of the Department of Astronomy at the 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Penn
sylvania. In this issue he offers the second installment 
of his series on Pennsylvania German concepts of 
astronomy and astrology. 

JULIANA ROTH, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, IS 

studying for the doctorate in the Graduate Department 
of Folklore and Folklife at the University of Pennsylva
nia. H er article in this issue was done in connection 
with a seminar in Pennsylvania German history and 
ethnography. 

ROBERT L. DLUGE, JR. , Elysburg, Pennsylvania, is 
a recent graduate of Bloomsburg State College. His 
interview with a powwow doctor published in this issue 
was done in connection with a psychology course at the 
college. It is a welcome follow-up to other such inter
views that have appeared in Pennsylvania Folklife. 

WERNER HACKER, of Frankfurt, West Germany, is 
a director of the German Federal R ailways. We are 
privileged in this issue to offer our readers a list of 
emigrants to America from his book, Auswanderungen 
aus dem friih eren H ochstift Speyer nach Siidosteuropa 
und U ebersee im XVIII. Iahrhundert (Speyer, 1969 ). 
The volume is No. 28 in the series Schriften zur Wan
derungsgeschichte der Pfiilzer, published by the H eim
a tstelle Pfa lz, K aiserslau tern. 

DR. FRIEDRICH KREBS, Speyer, West Germany, 
recently retired from his position as archivist at the 
Palatine State Archive? in Speyer, has contributed a 
lengthy series of articles on 18th Century emigration 
to Pennsylvania and other colonies. His latest, in this 
issue, gives us details on emigrants from the former 
Duchy of Zweibriicken, the subject also of several of 
his earlier publications. 
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The HERR and 
By ROBERT A. BARAI{AT 

INTROD UCTION 

Histori al I gy is a discipline y t to be 
Icarly d fin d as r gards its scope, a im , and methods. 

In thi it is in om what th sam' situation as 
folklife studi s to whi h it b ars som r markable 
r s mblanc s, 1 art i ula rl y th ir propos d aim and 
m th d. What hi tori al a r ha ology attempts to ac
complish is th r on truction of the past history of 
a town, vi ll age, or hous - whi h is th n r lated to 
th a tiviti sand b havior of those individuals and 
grou ps who inhabited th m. Unfortunatcly, th his
tori a l ar ha ologi t i a ll d upon, more often than 
not, to p rform a salvage 01 ration to r s u some of 
th artifa ts and other featu r s from the bulldoz r. In 
ra r instan s is h a tually giv n th 01 p rtunity to 
study in d tail th layou t of towns, stru tura l details 

of buildings, and so on. Thus, if hi torieal ar ha ology 
is to flourish as a disciplin , those who are actively 
engaged in it must b sUPI ort d with funds and stafT 
for long-term proj ts, the only kind of proj t ou t of 
which m an ingful data may be gleaned. 

Folklife studi ,on the th r hand, attempts to study 
cu ltur on a regional basis and from fi Id work ane! 
subscquent analyscs orne to better understand that 
culture in all of its variou aspe ts. Like historical 
ar ha ology, folklife tud i s brings to b a r much th 
same data from pictorial sour es, materi::t1 a pects of 
culture su h as h usc typ s, arrangement of farmsteads, 
written and print d sources such a diarie, journals, 
d eds, wi ll s, and so on, and da ta from personal inter
views with individuals about folk practices; whether 
those individuals be from higher or lower levels f soci-

Plate I Front view of the H ans H err H ouse. Not e the offse t door) wood-framed windows and door) high pitched 
roof) cen tral chimney) and holes in corners just left of and above south window. 
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ZELLER HOUSES 
ety does not matter. The point is simply that each 
person has information about his regional culture which 
might prove to be of great value to the investigator. 

Moreover, both disciplines deal with diachronic as 
well as synchronic reconstructions, a fact that seems to 
indicate their relationship to history, cultural anthropol
ogy, and to sociology. Indeed, it may be said with some 
definiteness that both historical archaeology and folk
life studies complement each other in a way that few 
other disciplines do. One may, for example, use the 
other's data and sources to fill in the gaps in knowledge 
and understanding, for it is only by applying conclusions 
from the other field that the conclusions of the other 
can have greater depth of insights into a way of life 
in a given area or segment of culture. 

In only one major area do the two fields differ: that 
of excavating towns, villages, or houses, with the view 
in mind of reconstructing them as they existed in a 
given point in time, both primary methods and tools 

for the historical archaeologist. Although the student 
of folklife observes such features on the cultural land
scape as house and fence types, his method and aim is 
to type these traits, and by doing so better define the 
region in which he is working. However, the folklife 
student still uses data from the excavations and recon
structions made by the historical archaeologist to fill 
out his knowledge. It is, in fact, a requirement of any 
typology of material cultura l traits not only to chart 
the distribution of extant items but also to consider 
what examples come to light as the result of the ar
chaeologist's digging. As we shall see in this article, 
the historical archaeologist may draw heavily from the 
folklife student's corpus of knowledge of a particular 
culture or segment of culture, and, in essence, he must 
because the reconstntction of say, a house, means little 
if one cannot put people into it with an additional 
understanding of their activities and practices. Thus, 
one may see that there is a constant interchange be-

Plate 15 A front view of the Z eller H ouse. Several features of the house can be seen, including the offset front 
door with inscription, central chimney, dormers, wood-framed windows, high pitched roof, and the «kick" of 
the roof. A cement porch, added in the 1940's, is also shown with an iron fence around it. 
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FICUR.E 1 1ltho~gh this drawing is not to scale, it shows several fea~ures of the Herr House site, including the 
proxemLc relatwnshLp of the house to the tobacco shed and the remams of the bank barn. Excavations carried 
out recently are indicated by the arrows around the house. 

tween the two fi elds, one seeking to fill the gaps in its 
own data by drawing relevant data from the other. 

One other important task of the historical archaeol
ogist, but in cooperation with architectural historians, 
is the preservation of buildings, either as single units 
or as complexes such as at Jamestown and Williams
burg, among other examples. By excavating sites of his
torical importance to an area or to a whole national 
group, the historical archaeologist and the architec
tural historian assist in the recreation of the past, link
ing the past with the present in such a way as to make 
the continuity of culture, regional and national aspira
tions more meaningful to the citizens or the participants 
of that culture or cultures. The task is, needless to say, 
a monumental undertaking simply because the inves
tigator must carefully deal with the interested group's 
motives in calling for the work in the first place. In 
this sense, the historical archaeologist must be a tactful 
and diplomatic individual since his data oftentimes 
varies considerably from those which the group thinks 
it w.ants and needs in relation to the reconstruction and 
preservation of a building of historic significance. An 
example is begged at this point. 

The so-called Hans Herr House just south of Lan
caster, Pennsylvania, serves as an excellent example of 
a site ripe for all the conflicts to arise between an his
torical archaeologist, architect, and folklife scholar and 
the interest group. The house, built by Christian Herr, 
in 1719, is linked with the past of the original Men
nonite settlers in the Pequea Creek area of Lancaster . 
County. It was in this house, as tradition- informs us, 
that the settlers gathered for their prayer meetings be
fore meetinghouses were built to accommodate the in
dividual groups of parishioners under H ans Herr, the 
first religious leader of the community. The H err 
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House, then, is part of the traditions of the Mennonites 
and from it they draw strength and meaning to their 
present lives. By reconstructing it, they are reconstruc
ting the past as it was in that part of Lancaster County, 
a noble endeavor to say the least. 

H owever, in any such restoration one must carefully 
consider the motives of the group involved, for it is 
they who will ultimately determine how the project is 

to be completed and what features are to be included 
in, on and around the house. If they are concerned 
with the selective reconstruction of the past then one 
may be sure that a conflict will a rise between the group 
and those hired to complete the project. One may 
note, for example, in Pennsylvania German buildings, 
the rath!:;r widespread use of protective devices, "hex" 
signs, ' crosses, amulets, magic formulae, and the like, 
for the protection of animals and men and the premises 

Plate 2 View of H err House from south showing south
west gable and relation of house to tobacco barn and 
driveway. Finely ,dressed cornering can be seen as well 
as stone-framed casement windows in southwest gable 
on the second 'and third levels. A small stone-framed 
window can be seen at lo wer left that leads into root 
cellar. 



from evil spirits. These are usually cut or placed inside 
a bam or house as prophylaxes against ha rmful spiri ts, 
or, possibly over doorways or windows on the outs ides 
of these buildings. Practices like these were common 
in Europe and continued to be common among many 
of the German settl ers of Southeast Pennsylvania, in
cluding Lancaster County:;':' Yet a representative, dur
ing an interview, denied tha t M ennonites ever engaged 
in such practices. 

Now this is a n important trait in the culture of the 
German settlers of Lancaster County who, it may be 
said, have frequen tly shown evidence of folk-religious 
beliefs along side their official forms of Protestant 
religion. Cases in the public courts of Pennsylvania 
indicate that the belief in such supernatural spmts 
and the need for protection against them has in the 

past been strong. Signi fica ntly, since these amulets 
a re sometimes placed on the ou tside of buildings, it 
is possible tha t the H err H ouse might have had them, 
as evidenced by one or two small holes on its frontside. 
Yet any such interpreta tion has been denied without 
discussion. Surely such questions must be considered 
by any researcher whether he be an h istorical archaeol
ogist, architect, or folklife student. 

Of significance also is the fa rm plan for the scholar 
who is to reconstruct the site. We know from detailed 

*For the EuropC'an background of the practice of " protec
ti ng" houses and barns against occult influences, ee the 
monograph, M agischer H aus- und S tal/schutz, publi hed in 
1967 by the Schweizerisches M useum fU r Volkskunde in Basel, 
Switzerland . For evidence of the practi ce in Pennsylvania, 
see Richard H . Shaner, " L i"ing Occult Prac tices in Dutch 
Pen nsyh 'ania," Pennsylvania Folklife, X II : 3 (FalI 1961 ), 62 -
63 ; and Don Yoder, " Witch T ales from Ad ams County," 
Pennsylvania Folklife, XII: 4 (Summer 1962 ) , 29-37, espe
cialIy Nos. 3, 4, and 13. 

studies that certain groups u e space in different ways, 
organizing thei r farm buildings in uch a manner tha t 
patterns can be perceived. :i\foreover, one may also 
note that the e buildings, whether outbuild ing or bam 
and house, were and are a rranged so as to epara te the 
du ties of the men from the women. The smoke-house, 
for example, is sometimes placed to the rear of the 
house so that the women, who are re ponsible fo r 
smok ing meat, can ea ily get to it. Other examples 
a re the hog-pen and house, the ba rn and so on. By 
studying extant examples of farms in the area, one can 
better understand what might have been the plan of 
the H err fa rm becau e certa inly there was a plan. T hus, 
the historical a rchaeologist should set hi sights not on 
one building but rather the whole site, for it is only 
by studying it that a realistic picture of life in those 

Plate 3 View of rear of 
H err H ouse with two stone
framed casemen~ windows 
at g r ound l eve l c l e arly 
shown. T hese open into the 
root cellar. E xcavations at 
these points were made to 
expose the foun dation and 
bedrock on which the house 
is built . 

early days can be obtained with insigh t and under
standing. 

Perhaps I have gone on a bit too long about the 
tasks of the historical archaeologist and folklife student 
but they are important not only to them but also to 
the interested parties who call for the project in the 
first place. All individuals and groups must be open
minded enough to grasp the significance of a total 
site even though in the process of researching it some 
of the less acceptable practices of the ancestors must 
come to light. Such practices are realities, parts of the 
web of culture that the group itself has woven, parts 
of the needs and wants that they have fulfill ed in order 
to survive in an environment tha t is both hostile and 
unmerciful at times. Whether a group practiced such 
things as using "hex" signs and crosses to keep away 
evil spirits or whether they do not is important to any 
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modern scholar. Like any artifact, such practices are 
perpetuated because they fulfill a need on the part of 
the group, a need that arises from the group's own 
beliefs and practices, or behavior. Artifacts do speak 
about the past but so do a ll the other aspects of a 
group's cul tu re. Ultimately, then, the task of the histor
ical archaeologist is to reconstruct the whole life of a 
town, village, farm or house, and not just selected p arts, 
a goal that is indeed awesome in scope but not impos
sible. If his work is to mean anything a t a ll to the 
world at large, it must accomplish this ; he cannot 
escape his responsibilities to the scientifi c pursuit of 
knowledge and to himself. 

THE GERMANIC H OUSE IN P ENNSYLVANIA 

Although many features of Pennsylvania German 
cul ture have been studied in som e detail through the 
past few decades, a great dea l more is still to be lea rned 
about this culture as it is exhibited in Pennsylvania and 
its relation to antecedents in G ermany and Switzerland. 
Of particular interest is their architectural styles a nd 
building methods, as well as farm plans a nd use of 
space both within buildings and on a farmstead. Some 
work has been initia ted on these subjects in the form 
of articl e and a book or two. Brumbaugh ( 1933) , 
Landis ( 1939), Dornbusch ( 1958), Bucher ( 1961, 1962, 
1968 ), and Glassie ( 1968 ), among others, have already 
begun a trend in folklife studies in the areas to which 
these early settlers came.1 R esearch into house-types, 
kitchens, a nd the like, with reference to European a nte
cedents, is now a reality among geographers, historical 
a rchaeologists a nd folklife students. Furthermore, some 
work is being done on certa in practices, a lready al1uded 
to in the introduction, that should throw some light 

Plate 4 View of H err H ouse root cellar with vaulted 
ceiling and windows on north side. Floor sills can also 
be seen running from side to side. A w indow at the 
far end has been closed off and thus cannot be seen. 
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on p articula r features found in a nd on these buildings. 
Tonetheless, mu h field work is still to be done so that 

difTusion patterns and distribution, areal and temporal, 
of these tra its can be plottcd to define more closely the 
regional variations and culture area within which these 
peoples live. 

Brumbaugh ( 1933) must be credited with first bring
ing to light the need to study architectural styles and 
building methods among the Pennsylvania Germans 
and the vast influences of Germa n and Swiss cultures 
on them.' He traces, for example, m any features of 
Pennsylvania German buildings to the medieval period 
in Europe. F urther, he points out that since the 
German settlers came in such large numbers to the 
N ew W orld it waS unlikely that they adopted English 
architectural styles but ra ther tha t they followed their 
own German and Swiss architectural heritages. As a 
distinct group, with distinct traditions, the Germans 
li ved in groups in what we m ay term splendid isolation, 
apart from other groups who settled in Pennsylva nia, 
a fact that indeed speaks for their need to be alone 
with their own kind. Although much has been made 
of English influences, perhaps erroneously, Brumbaugh 

'C. Edwin Brumbaugh , Colonial Architecture of the Penn
sylvania Germans (Lancaster, 1933), Pennsylvania German 
Society, XLI ; H enry K. Land is, Early Kitchens of the Penn
sJ'lvania Germans ( To rr is town, 1939 ), Pennsylvania German 
Society, XLVII ; Charl es Dornbusch and J ohn H eyl, Penn
sJ'lvania German Barns (Allentown, 1958), Pennsylvan ia Ger
man Folklore Society, XXI : Robert C . Bucher, "Steep Roofs 
and R ed Til es," Pennsylvania Folklife, XII :2 (Summer 196 1), 
18-2+; Robert C. Bucher, "The Continental Log H ouse," 
Pennsylvania Folklife, XII: 4 (Summer 196 2), 14-1 9 ; R ober t 
C. Bucher, "The Swiss Bank House in Pennsylvan ia," P enn
syll'ania Folklife, XVIII: 2 (Wi nter 1968 ), 2-1 1; H enry Gl as
sie, "A Centra l Chimney Continenta l Log H ouse," Pennsylva
nia Folklife, XVIII :2 ( \-Vin ter 1968 ), 32 -39; and H enry 
Gl assie, Pattern in the M aterial Folk Culture of the Eastern 
Unitecl States ( Phil adelphia, 1968 ) . 

'C. Edwin Brumbaugh, Colonial Architecture o f the Penn
sylvania Germans (Lancaster, 1933 ), Pennsylvania Germ an 
Society, XLI. 

Plate 5 Entrance to root cellar of H err H ouse. 
Like the Z eller H ouse and ot her examples of 
the German S tone Cabin, the roo t cellar or 
spring room must be entered from the outside. 



points out, it is likely that the Georgian style of English 
architecture did play some role, particula rly in Berks 
and Lebanon Counties, bu t then with some German 
influences and combinations of materials. ignifica ntly, 
any ostentatious display of "grand archi tectural styles" 
was not a llowed because of religious beliefs. 

It is worth noting his impressions at this point about 
the buildings of early German Pennsylvania because 
they sum up much of what any one individual would 
doubtless observe : (a) the sturdiness of buildings; (b ) 
their austere plainness ; (c) red tiled roof, ; (d ) date
stones lettered in German script and decora ted with 
hearts, tulips and poetry, usually Biblical in origin; 
(e) barns with decorations; (f) a rches beneath the 
overhang (forebay ) of barns ; and (g) plain framed 
doorways of houses.' Brumbaugh then goes on to note 
some major features of more notable buildings, such 
as the Gemein Haus (1742 ) in Bethlehem, the Grey 
House at azareth ( 1739 ) , and so on with other 
examples.' Of importance, at least as regards these 
houses, are several features that they have in common 
with the Hans Herr and Zeller Houses: (a ) plain 
walls; (b) small windows; (c) two story plan; (d) 
steep roof; (e ) plain framed doorways with moulded 
(diagonal ) board doors; and (f ) central chimney. In 
addition he notes the presence of a stairwell and stairs 
like that to be found in the Herr House and plastered 
ceilings between and flush with the beams, a feature 
to be discussed in more detail later. Pent roofs are 
also features of many of these early buildings. One 
point should be made here, and tha t is imply that 
many of these early buildings were of logs, including 
the examples presented above. 

Let it be understood that Brumbaugh's work on 
German architec tura l styles was not the first, al though 
he eems to have been the first to define his subject 
in scientific detail. The R everend P. C. Croll , in 1895, 
set forth ome intere ting comments on architectural 
tyle in Penn ykania German territory. However, he 

mixcs many types with others in uch a way that con
fu ion re ultcd in making clear just what his purpo e 
was in compiling his da ta and his book.' Rosenberger 
attempts a brief view of old buildings but he too con
fuscs the issue with too much speculation and a lack 
of knowledge of architecture.' Both Croll and Rosen
berger were interested in covering many aspects of 
German culture and in a way that reca ll the past 
with its many nostalgic associations, a problem for any 
present-day worker because such an approach could, 
and docs, cause difficulties in interpretation of previous 
sources. 

"Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
'I bid., pp. 2 1-2.J.. 
·· P. C. Croll, An cient and Historic Landmarks in the Lebanon 

Vall e), ( Philadelphia, 1895 ) . 
'J esse L. Ro cnbe r~er, In Pennsylvania German Land (Chica

go , 1929 ), pp. 12-25. 

Plate 6 The fron t 
door of the H err 
H ouse is s h own 
here with wooden 
fram e and inscrip
tion over the door. 

-' 

I J" 

j 
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However, Rosenberger does define the pos ibl e stages 
of development for construction of building.' First, 
there was the log building: then the 'itone building 
oftentimes modeled after the floor plan of the wooden 
structure,' and fin all y, the buildings of brick and ston . 
But or.ce aga in one must consider R osenberger's lack 
of a typology for these house with relevant features 
such as chimney placement, and so on. Kuhns offers 
some comments on stone and log houses, pa rticularly 
the order of their building.'· His comments as regards 
buildings (houses) are pertinent here because they point 
up several features of the H err and Zeller Houses: 

These houses were generally built of stone (some 
of them with dressed corners ) , two stories high, 

;Ib id ., pp. 12-17 . 
sGlassie, " A Ce ntral Chimney Continental Log H ouse." 
' Brumbaugh, p . 30. 
" Oscar Kuhns, Th e German and S wiss S ettlements of 

Colonial Pennsylvania (New York , 1901 ) , pp . 95-98. 

Plate 7 A close-up view of the inscription above the 
door of the H err House . I t reads 17 CHHR 19) the 
initials standing for Christian H err) the builder of the 
house. --
- - ' ' ... 

-~ 
) 
r 
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Plate 8 Stairs leading 
to upper loft of the 
H err H ouse. Each stair 
is hewn from an individ
ual log. N ote casem ent 
window behind the stairs. 

with pitched roof and with cornices run across 
the gables and around the first story. A large 
chimney in the m iddle, if m odelled after the Ger
man pattern (italics mine ), or with ~ chimney at 
either gable-end, if built a fter the English or Scotch 
id t'a . M any were imposing structures having arched 
cellars underneath (italics mine), spacious hallways 
with easy stairs, open fireplaces in most of the 
rooms, oak-panelled partitions, and windows hung 
in weight. 

Kuhns throws further light on one important feature 
of many of the early buildings of the Pennsylvania 
Germans: the traditional inscription, usually placed 
high up on a gable wall, a practice that was common 
in the Palatinate, particularly among the va rious Prot
estant sects a nd usually consisting of a date when the 
house was built with the initials of the man and wife 
or theil names, or proverbs and quotations from the 
Bible but in German." He gives several examples of 
these inscriptions." Although neither the H err nor the 
Zeller Houses have Biblical quotations they do have 
inscriptions over or next to the doorways with dates 
and names of builders. 

Thus, one may see that, although much of the early 
scholarship on Pennsylvania German vernacular ar
chitecture is lacking in typologies and rigorous observa
tions of features, a good deal of what we now know of 
these early buildings can be traced directfy to these 
sources. Moreover, these men had the good sense to 

8 

"Kuhns, pp . 96-98. 
" Kuhns, pp. 97-98. 
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photograph many of these buildings so tha t we now 
can draw on their insights for more disciplined research, 
particularly on house types in vernacular styles, as 
Bucher and Glassie have done. Also, we need to know 
a great deal more about activities in these buildings 
because we cannot hope to know how a nd why people 
did things in peculiar ways without a knowledge of the 
people themselves. Functional regional ethnographies 
are called for, for from these studies we can draw on 
the sources of our knowledge: people who live and 
create the cultures of which they are p roducts. Rig
orous observation of architectural styles and valid eth
nographies a re requi rements of any p roject in a region 
such as Pennsylvania German country. 

T ypologies of buildings a re necessary ingredients of 
any successful project in the study of vernacular archi
tecture. Such groups help to define variations in style 
over time and place. They further help us to define 
the regions in which we are working." Without them 
we would be p rone to group many styles and thus con
fuse the pa ttern of diffusion and influences from other 
cultures. This holds true for German Pennsylvania as 
it does for any other culture area in any part of the 
world. Thus, rigorous study of individual house or 
building types must be carried out. From such studies, 
we can come to understand better how to type build-

" Fred Kni ffen, " Folk Housing: K ey to Diffus ion," Annals 
of th e American Association of Geographers, LV ( 1965), 549-
577. 
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FIGURE 2 The basic floor plan of the H err House 
consists of three rooms: (A) bedroom; ( B) parlor,' 
and (C) kitchen, the kitchen possibly being subdivided 
into a small (D) pantry. 0 ther features of note are: 
(E) the large fireplace centrally placed,' ( F) off-center 
door; (G) stairwell leading up from the kitchen to the 
second level,' (H) a cupboard in the parlor set along 
what was probably a partition running from the fire
place wall to the south gable,' and ( I ) a course of 
stones which might have supported the partition. Also 
note the rather squarish plan of the house, a plan 
similar to some continental log houses with central 
chimneys. 

28' 
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FIGURE 3 There are two important features of the 
second level of the H err House: (A) chimney with a 
small fireplace cut out at one end,' and ( B) a log 
stairwell leading to what was a third level just beneath 
the roof peak. The third level is presently without a 
floor since the owner of the house used the second and 
third levels for curing tobacco . 

ings according to certain features present In them. But 
simple observation and typing are not the only tools 
to be used; we can draw on modern techniques of 
science, such as factor analysis and clustering to de
termine which features can be found with others. Aerial 
photography is another technique that bears some real 

consideration becau e by tudying mall scale photo
graph of sites we can i ualize pattern of building 
arrangement. Other remote sen ing device can al 0 

be employed with little difficulty, as the pre-historic 
a rchaeologi t has come to find out for the gathering 
of data on ites. In addition, we must get into the 
buildings to measure them, for accurate figures are 
necessary for any drawings of these buildings. 

THE G ERM A ' Ie CABI H 

The various stages of development through which 
building styles passed in the German settlement of 
Pennsylvania may be clea rly discerned. Fi rst, the early 
settlers built their houses of logs, then stone, and finally 
brick or combinations of wood, brick and stone. Al
though there is evidence to indica te tha t there was 
some overlapping among these stages, it is likely that 
the chronology is basically correct, as Brumbaugh has 
suggested." The so-called "second era" of building con
cerns us here because it was during this phase that 
both the H err and the Zeller Hou es were constructed. 
Moreover, they not only represent fine examples of 
German cabins, they a lso serve as links between the 
first era of building, log, and the second one, stone. 
Indeed, both houses were doubtless preceded by log 
houses on the same sites. Vve know from tradition sur
rounding the Zeller H ouse that H einrich Zeller built a 
log house about fifty feet from the present stone house 
which was used as a meeting place for the early settlers 
from Schoharie." A foundation can be seen on this site 

"A "cabin" is here defined as a domestic structure having 
one story, or one story and a half. 

" Brumbaugh, p. 30. 
" Croll , p. 67. 
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F I GU RE 4 As with the H err H ouse, the Zeller H ouse 
floor pl.an consists of three rooms: (A) bedroom ,' ( B) 
parlor " and ( C) kitchen. In addition, other features 
shared by this house and the H err H ouse are,' (D) 
central fireplace " (E) stairwell leading to a second 
level,' and ( F, G) off-center doors on either side of 
the house . The double doors on the front (G) of the 
house are a notable feature of the house . Th e squarish 
dimensions of the Z eller House are like those of the 
H err House. 
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which may very well be the remains of that log house, 
although it has yet to be full y exposed. Evidence for 
a log house being constructed on the H err property is 
less reliable but Smith does find some evidence for one 

before Christian H err built the present stone house in 
1719." 

The "German stone cabin," as Brumbaugh would 
call the type, bears some remarkable resemblances to 
the continental log house as identified by Bucher and 
Glassie. Doubtless the builders of these stone buildings 
incorporated many features of their log counterpart, 
including a massive central chimney, floor plan with 
one, one and a-half, two, three, or four rooms, off
center door or doors on either side of the gable kitchen 

and open fireplace," fea tures tha t can be found on both 
the H err and Zeller Houses. Glassie further lists the 
defi ning characteristics of the continental log house, 
and his list is worthy of note here because it cnumerates 
many of the features notably present on both houses 
as well as others of similar type : " ... the deep fire
place opening into the kitchen, the central chimney, 
the off-center front door, the asymmetrical layout of 
the first floor including a deeper than wide kitchen 
and at least one room behind the chimney which is 
wider than the kitchen, and the squarish proportions 
of the plan .... ,,,. The H err House (Fig. 2) has 
many of these features ihcluding the basic plan, squarish 
proportions, off-center door, central chimr;ey, and a 
deep fireplace, among others. The Zeller House, on 
the other hand, while it incorporates many of these 
features, has two opposing off-center doors on both the 
front and back of the house leading into the kitchen . 
Its plan (Fig. 3) .is essen tially the same as tha t of th~ 
H err House and other buildings of log construction 

"C. Henry Smith, The M ennon'ite I mmigration to Penn
sylvania (Norristown, 1929). Pennsylvania German Society 
XXXV. 

"Class ie, "A Central Chimney Continental Log H ouse," p. 38. 
"Glass ie, loc cit. 
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Plate 9 Ceiling of the 
H err H ouse with view 
of the hand-h ewn 
joists and slats wrap
ped with straw and 
mud. These are fas
tened between the 
JOIsts and then cov
ered over with jJlaster. 

such as the Bertolet H ouse now on the Boone H ome
stead . 

Other features which can be considered as features 
of not only the German cabin but also of other types 
as well in Pennsylvania German country <'.re the cellar, 
or spring room, steeply pitched roof, a nd the orienta
tion of the buildings. These cella rs, as Brumbaugh 
points out, can be either vau lted or with the ceiling 
beam fill ed over a fa lse floor with cl ay and straw.'· 
Christi an H err built his house with a vaulted cell ar 
while Zeller constructed the second type. They differ 
in other ways too: the Herr cellar is placed on the 
northeast gable while the one in the Zeller House is 
beneath the southwest gable (Fig. 8 ) . In addition, the 
Zeller House is built over a spring that flows into a 
trough in the cellar while the H err House seems not 
have been built over a spring, at least excavations have 

'·Brumbaugh, p. 31. 

Plate 10 Another view of the ceiling in the main room 
of the H err H ouse. L ime plaster covers the slats be
tween the joists and is almost flush with the joists. 
T he top of a large cabinet can be seen to the left. 



not revealed one to date. One might 5pecul ate that 
a spring might have flowed near the house ince so 
ma ny a re present in the gencral area of the building; 
springs have been known to meander at times, popping 
up a few yards away from one small section where it 
might have flowed for years. H owever this might be, 
the H err H ouse as well as the Zell er H ou e have 
cell ars built into them so that perishable food could 
be stored in them for long periods of time. 

It is also worth noting that both examples have no 
interior entra nces to these cellars. They can only be 
entered through gable doors set into the walls beneath 
the ground level (Fig. 8 ) . This feature can be found 
on both the Bertolct H ouse and the Boone H omestcad, 
as well as numerous other examples throughout Pcn n
sylvania. However, one does on occasion find a house 
with an inside door lead ing to the cell a r, as was ap
parently the case with the Bertolet H ouse." M ore 
fi eldwork would doubtless reveal a great many other 
examples in Pennsylva nia . 

As regards the orientation of the homes, both the 
Herr and the Zeller Houses front to the south, al
though the orientation is not exact in hoth instances. 
This is a common practi ce among farmers because such 
an orientation allows the house to soak up the warmth 
of the sun during the periods of ex treme cold. More
over, one may also observe that many ba rm have their 
forebays oriented in the same direction mainly for the 
same reason. Such an orientation is interesting because 
it means that the roof line of the ba rn and the house 
are oftentimes the same, creating a linear arrangement 
of the buildings (Fig. 1) with outbuildings arranged 

" Glass ie, p. 39. 

FI GUR E 5 Th ere are several features of interest on 
the front side of the Herr House: (a) square holes 
along the front and two small round ones down the 
southeast corner which might have been used to sup
port a large grape arbor,· (b, c) double -hung wood
fram ed windows which replaced stone-fram ed ones,· 
and (d) the off-center door with an inscription above 
it. Also note the central chimney of brick and joists 
just beneath the eaves. 

m a gl\·en pattern. I t is al 0 ignificant that a great 
many houses in outheastern and Central Penn ylva
nia have grape arbors attached on the south face of 
the hou e. The Zeller H ouse had one but it is no 
longer in place, as one may note from one of Brum
baugh' photographs (Plate 19 ). The H err H ouse 
might have had one too ince there are two holes on 
the southwe t corner a nd everal square holes just be
neath the eaves which might have served to support 
a n arbor (Fig. 4A ). Brumbaugh shows severa l ex
ample, namely the Fisher H ome in Oley alley (Plate 
22 ) a nd a stone cabin on the M oravian emmary 
grounds in Bethlehem (Pla te 20 ) " . 

While there a re many different characteristics of the 
continental log house, it can be seen tha t m any fea
tures of it were " translated" into stone houses of the 
type discussed above. Of cou rse, one major difference 
between the two building types is the steeply pitched 
roof which allows for a n extra story and a half, as 
in the H err and Zeller H ou es. E vidence indicates that 
the H err H ouse al 0 had a loft since there is a stairwell 
leading up to the roof peak with a window on either 
gable of the house (Fig. 2A ) . If it did exist, and it 
doubtless was part of the original plan, it is now no 
longc r there since the former owner of the house has 
used the upper stories for curing tobacco. To fit his 
"rails" into the house he had to remove the floor of 
upper loft, an unfortunate alteration. 

THE HERR H OUSE 

The Christian H err House, sometimes referred to 
as the H ans H err House, was built in 1719 by Chris
tia n H err, one of the five sons of H ans H err, the earl y 
spiritual leader of the original M ennonite settlers south 
of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and west !)f Lampetcr, 

" On the grounds of the Ephrata Cloister, in Ephrata, 
Pennsylvania, two buildings have grape arbors similarly ar
ra nged on the fronts of them with arbor supports on one corner 
and across the front just beneath the eaves. 

... 
FI GUR E 6 This rear elevation of the Herr H ouse 
shows the two stone-framed windows which lead into 
the root cellar ·as well as the windows on the first level. 
] oists are indicated at either corner just at the eaves. 
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along the Conestoga R oad just north of the Pequea 
Creek." It is situated on property originally granted 
to twelve m n, two of whom were H ans H err a nd his 
son, Christian. Of the ten thousand acres granted to 
them in October of 1710, Chri ti a n H err received a 
grant of 530 acres on ' which he built his house. 

Geologic studies have determined tha t the house's 
foundations rest on exposed bedrock of Conestoga Lime
stone, a choice of sites that Christia n might have m ade 
because he could place a cel lar beneath the northeast 
gable at which point the bedrock slopes." M oreover, 
his choice of this site may h ave been governed by more 
critical factors such as the need to raise the house 
above any waters that could h ave seeped into the build
ing, and also that he could use the limestone for build
ing the house's walls a nd foundation. Since there is a 

" For H ans and Christian H err, and the debate about the 
origins of the Herr House , see "Hans H err and His Descend
ants," The Pennsylvania German, X :3 ( 1909 ) , 116-117; " R e
port on the First R egu lar Settlement in Lancaster County," 
Historical Papers and Addresses of the L ancaster Count)' H is
torical Society, XIV ( 1910 ), 29-3 1 ; "Seeing Lancaster County 
from a Trolley Window," The Pennsylvania German, X :9 
( 1910 ), 4 13-434; M artin Brackbi ll , "New Light on H ans H err 
and M art in K endig," H istorical Papers and Addresses of the 
Lancaster County H istorical Soc'iety, XXXIX ( 1935 ), 73-102; 
"An Ind ustria l H ome and School," Proceedings of the First 
M eeting H eld at L ancaster, Pennsylvania, M ay 27, 1895 ( H ans 
H err M emorial); Alex[ander]. H arr is. A Biographical H istory 
of Lancaster County, (La ncaster , 1872 ); Theodore W. H err, 
Genealogical Record of R ev. H ans H err and H is Lineal D e
scendants (Lancaster, 1908 ); W . Fred Kinsey, "R eport: Ex
cavations at the Hans H err House," (typescript ) ; C. H. 
Martin, "The Emigra tion of H ans H err," Historical Papers 
and Addresses of the Lancaster County H istorical Society, 
XXIX ( 1925 ), 77-82; a nd J. 1. Mombert, An Authentic His
tory of Lancaster County (L ancaster, 1869 ) . 

21 W. Fred Kinsey, "R eport : Excavations a t the Hans H err 
House" (Typescript ) , p. 4. 

FIGURE 7 Although the Z eller House shares many 
similar features with the H err House, it has som e 
unique ones. Of these, the front door is most notable 
for its stone framing and double wooden door. The 
inscription is set off to one side of the door rather 
than above it as with the H err House. The (a) two 
front windows are closer together than on the H err 
H ouse. In addition, the chimney is of stone, and there 
are dorm ers on both the front and the back of the 
house. One significant feature is the " kick" of the roof. 
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good deal of water, in the form of springs and streams, 
in the a rea this would seem to be a likely interpretation . 
By placing the cellar on the northeast corner, H err was 
also able to take advantage of the cold and dampness 
so necessary for storing perishable goods. 

The plan of the house is similar to that type already 
discu ssed above, i.e., the continental log house, with 
nearl y square proportions, 30 ft. 9 in. on either gable 
end and 38 ft. on both front and back side-, proportions 
that are like those of the Zeller House (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7) . Situated in the northeast gable is the kitchen 
( Kii che) with a m assive fireplace measuring nearly 
twelve ( 12 ) feet in length and five feet two inches 
in width with a la rge log lintel over the opening.25 
A stair-well is located in the southeast corner of the 
kitchen that leads up to a second level. Two windows 
are situated in the northeast gable, one three and one
half feet from the northeast corner and the other six
feet four-inches from the southeast corner directly in 
front of the stair-well. Another window is placed al
most opposite the front door on the north side of the 
kitchen. The front door itself is placed about seven feet 
from the southeast corner and m easures two feet ten 
inches in width with an inscribed tablet over it with 
the name "CHHR" on it bounded by the date of the 
house, 1719. More will be said of the windows and 
inscription later in this paper. 

" Landis' mea~urements of the H err fireplace are as follows: 
outside width: 12 feet ; inside width: 9 feet 10 inches; height 
of opening: 6 feet 2 inches; outside depth: 4 feet 10 inches; 
inside depth: 2 feet 10 inches; balk: 12 Y2 inches high, 12 Y2 
inches wide on top ; 3 inches on bottom. In addition, L andis 
notes that th e ki tchen had a bri ck hearth floor and in the 
back of it an opening to fit a five-plate stove, shaped like a 
"D" lying on its side. The lugpole is placed in the left corner 
of the firepl ace with a wooden crane having a four-foot swing. 
Although the stove is no longer in place, the lug pole and 
crane are sti ll visible (Landis, pp. 55-57 ). 

mID at . --- - -------- -- - ---- -- - --------------- ---- _.---

FIGURE 8 This rear elevation of the Z eller House, 
when compared with that of the H err House, shows 
one major difference: the Z eller House has an off-center 
door on the rear while the H err H ouse does not. Of 
interest also is the fa ct that the Zeller House has but 
one window on the rear. 
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FIGURE 9 These gable elevations demonstrate the relative placem ent of the cellars of both the H err and the 
Z eller H ouses. The cellar in the H err H ouse must be entered fr om the outside as is true for the Zeller H ouse, 
although in the form er the cellar must be entered down a deep flight of stairs, while on the latter one simply 
can walk in at ground level. The cellar on the H err House was used for storing perishable produce and it is un
likely that a spring was associated with it. However, the spring room (A) on the Z eller H ouse incorporat es both 
a spring and a storage area for foods, although this small area is not visible now except for the outline of it on 
the wall behind the spring trough. 

Other features of interest are: (B) the "kick» of the roof on the Z eller H ouse,' ( C) the vertical sheathing 
on the Z eller House, a feature not present on the H err H ouse,' and ( D ) a small window leading into the bed
room, one which might have served as a spirit window. In addition, the summer beam can be clearly seen on 
the Z eller House, while it cannot on the H err House. Note also that the placement of windows varies slightly 
on each house. 

Behind the kitchen, taking up most of the remaining 
plan, are two additional rooms, a large parlor (Stube) 
and a smaller bedroom (Kammer). The dotted lines 
in Fig. 2H are placed to indicate the partition that 
probably separated one room from the other, the lines 
being determined from the beam that runs to the gable 
with mortised lots for receiving a tenoned head of 
stringers from the floor. Next to this line is a small 
course of stones that runs from in front of the fireplace 
wall that might have been used to rest the partition 
on in earlier days (Fig. 21 ) . On the southwest wall, 
nearly at the center of the gable is a large cabinet 
dating from the late 18th Century that is sti ll in its 
original place. Two windows are placed in both the 
front and back sides of the house, and two others in 
the gable wall , one at the southwest ('I)rner leading 
into the bedroom and the other into the parlor. 

The floor of the main part of the house has several 
sills that run from front to back with notches in their 
heads. These meet a second series of smaller sills lead
ing from the bedroom area at about the same position 
of the probable partition. These rest directly on the 
dirt floor and wcre covered with floor boards that run 
from the fireplace wall to the southwest gable. These 
boards are grooved to fit the rounded edges of the op
posing boards. Some of the boards have been removed 
to expose the sills and the floor. 

Something should be said about the stairwell in the 
southeast corner of the house because its particular 
construction is quite typical of American 18th Century 
construction, and one which continued into the 20th 
Century in the Upland Sou th." The stairs are enclosed 

'GG lassie "A Central Chimney Continental Log H ouse," 
p . 36. ' 
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FIGURE 10 This figure shows the placem ent of windo ws on bot h houses. Note that they both have windows 
in their upper loft s. H owever, the Z eller H ouse has but one on its second level, while the H err H ouse has two, 
features that are shown on the gable elevations illustrated in Figure 8. One notable feature ( A) on the Z eller 
H ouse, but not present on the H err H ouse, is the wind ow opening into the kitchen. I t is stone-framed but has 
an opening just below it and a stone shelf w hich doubtless served as a wash shelf or opening from w hich water 
might be thrown to the outside. Th e window on the lower left corner of the H err H ouse opens into the root 
cellar but is now closed off. 

with pl anks tha t a re fitted into each other and reach 
to the ceiling of the kitchen. Its pl acement is quite 
interesting as well beeause it was apparently common 
to have them in the kitchen so that easy access could 
be had to the second story. Examples tha t have a 
simila r pa ttern are the Zeller House, and the Bertolet 
House. 

The inside walls are of stone covered with a very 
light surface of plaster of lime. They are nearly white 
in color with an exception here or there where the 
plaster has changed color. As regards (he ceiling of 
the house, it has ceiling joists running lengthwise and 
which are fill ed between with hand-split laths tha t run 
from back to front. Plaster composed of straw and 
clay, finished with lime are used to fill the spaces be.
tween the joists. This plaster is made flush with the 
bottoms of the joists, a fea ture tha t can be found on 
the Zeller House as well. 

Leading up to the second story is the stairwell al
ready described. The second level itself is in rather 
sad condition because, as already noted, it was used to 
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cu re tobacco and consequently has the necessary poles 
and supports to hold the tobacco laths. A particularly 
interesting feature is the chimney as it reaches up to 
the roof. At the second floor point it has two round 
openings on either side of it to take stove-pipes and 
a la rge rectangular recess on its north side, probably 
acting .as a fireplace a t one time. A beam runs length
wise from gable to gable and passes directly through 
the chimney and is most likely the summer beam used 
to support the upper loft floor. Indeed, like the two 
pla tes tha t a re placed a t the eaves, this beam probably 
is composed of two sections joined a t the middle. Un
fortunately, the joint is within the ehimn~y and eannot 
be seen. In addition, the chimney walls a re covered 
with a light covering of lime and are thus white. The 
fl oor is shaki ly boarded with twelve-inch planks. 

Directly above the lower stairs is a second set that 
leads to the upper loft. These represent one of the 
original feature of the H err House. They are cut from 
oak logs into individual stairs with flat tops while the 
fronts taper down slightly so that the front of the upper 



Plate II Stone-framed casement windows on the south 
gable of the H err H ouse are shown in this photograph. 
Rabbets for a shutter can be seen in the lower window. 

surfaces protrude about two or so inches. The stair
well itself is supported from behind with two large 
hand-hewn timbers. These individual stairs total eleven. 
Moreover, they are set flush against the wall with a 
window to the right of them as one faces the stairs. 
Although the roof framing seems to be quite sturdy, 
and similar to that in other houses in the area, I do 
not feci competent to comment on it here. Brumbaugh 
(Plate 48) offers an excellent example of similar fram
ing in the Kaufman House near Pleasantville, Berks 
County, Penn ylvania. 

Some of the more notable features of the Herr 
House are to be found on the out ide of the structure, 
namely the finely dressed corners, the nearly black 
limestone stairs leading up to the front door, and the 
windows. It is in fact this latter feature that bears 
some discussion because of the two types of windows 
present on the house. All around the first story there 

a re eight window with double-hung frame of wood, 
two on each gable and two on each ide. These 
are not part of the original structure and were no 
doubt fitted into the original stone frame in the late 
18th entury. {oreover, each of the windows shows 
evidence of once having had paneled hutters to 
cover the windows themselve n. These double-hung 
window frames of the first level must have replaced 
the more common medieval German stone-framed 
casement windows of wh ich there a re everal on the 
H err Hou e, three on the southwest gable, fo ur on 
the oppo ite gable, all leading to the second level or 
to the u pper loft. In add ition, there are three smaller 
stone-framed casement windows set into the lower 
seetions of the house, two of which open into the 
cellar from the rear of the house and one other 
that is set into the southwest corner and now cia ed 
off with stones and cement. Each of these windows 
measures one foot across on the outside by two feet 
in height, while on the inside they are about thirty 
inches across. Similarly constructed windows in the 
east gable leading into the kitchen (one) and the 
second level .are a bit larger averaging around three 
feet in width by four and one-half feet in height. 
Nearly all the stone-framed casement windows leading 
to the second level have rabbets for taking shutters 
but only on one side. This would seem to indicate that 
the type of shutter used was originally the type that 
swung open from only one side of the frame. A shutter 
of this type can be found in the second story of the 
Zeller H ouse as well .as the stone-framed casement 
windows. The double-hung windows average about 
three feet in width by nearly five feet In height 
(Figs. 4B, C ). 

On the front of the house just above and to the left 
of the left-most window (while facing the house) is a 
series of square-cut holes on which much speculation 
has arisen. Although only two are visible, old pho
tographs clea rly show several more that run directly 
ac ross the front of the house just above the two windows 
and door. These might represent the remains of a pent 
roof spread across the front to protect the house from 
dripping water from the main roof, the holes simply 
being used to hold the posts. Indeed, it was a common 
practice among the inhabitants of Southeastern and 
Central Pennsylvan ia to construct such fOofs either on 
the front or all the way round the house, as several 
photographs in Brumbaugh's and Croll's books indicate. 

Another po ibility is that the holes served to sup
port a porch of some sort, although this seems unlikely 
since no other supporting features are present on the 
front. In addition , just below the exposed holes on the 
southeast corner immediately to the left of the windows 
a re two other holes, one on top of the other. We have 

"Brumbaugh, p. 35 ; Smith, plate opposite p. 288. 
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noted in an earli -r section tha t these might have been 
u ed to support poles from which a grape arbor might 
have been suspended. All of the evidence for su ch a n 
interpreta tion is to be found on oth r house , parti ular
Iy the position of th a rbor. The Zeller H ouse, for 
cxample, had a g rape a rbor suspended from the south
east corner a t one time as did other houses. By draw
ing on these traditions we might be able to safely guess 
that such a grape a'rbor was there a t one time, just when 
one cannot b ce rtain. 

In addition to these mysterious features, there is one 
other on the front side of the H err H ouse th at bears 
some comment. Immediately in front of the house, 
between a nd below the two front windows are two or 
three other holes but not cut so deeply as the others. 
These do not look as though th y were cu t out of the 
stones but ra ther as though they might have been the 
result of either wea thering or qu arrying. Furthermore, 
one might guess that these represent holes into which 

Plate 12 A view of the front side window on the H err 
H ouse with remains of a shutter. N ote that the original 
stone fram e is in place with wooden fram e set into it . 
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amulets, m agic formul ac or squares, potions, or the like 
were placed to protect the house and its inhabitants 
from evil spirits. Such practices as cu tting x's into 
beams in barns a nd houses to protect the inhabitants 
and buildings a re not unusual among the Germans in 
Pennsylva nia. Some of this writer' s own observations 
would lead him to believe tha t one cannot summarily 
dismiss the possibility that these pa rticular holes were 
used for such things, although once again caution must 
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Plate 13 A view 
of the south cor
ner of the H err 
H ouse with its 
finely dr esse d 
limestone quoins. 
N ote t h e holes 
on th e upp!e r 
stone; these may 
have been used 
to hold supports 
for a pent roof. 
The lower ones 
may h'ave been 
used to support 
a grape-arbor. 

be observed lest the interpretation be taken as fact. 
e r tainly, this possibility bears some attention.'· 

Once more a t the front of the house, directly against 
the found a tion, is a series of squa re holes in the lime
stone. Just what purpose these served is not clear but 
several interpretations are possible. Kinsey sets forth 
these possibilities in his report on the house." They are 
quoted here in full. 

A. - A m eans of breaking up the bedrock by the 
freezing and thawing action of water. 

" Kuhns, pp. 101-109. 
" Kinsey, pp. 6-7. 
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Plate 14 Excavations at the front of the house have 
exposed a series of square holes that are open to sev
eral explanations. Just above the ground are several 
ot hers that are also open to question. 



B. - Storage caches for precious objects. 
C. - Animal feeding troughs. 
D. - Sockets for construction timbers during the 

process of erecting the roof. 
E. - Foundation sockets for a porch or a terrace

like structure. 
F . - Sockets for holding top oi l for seed, herbs, or 

flower beds. 
G. - Other possible uses. 

Kinsey then proposes that item D is the most likely 
as he sees the problem and that E could be verified 
by removing the stone steps in front d the door." 
Personally, the present writer opts for item A because 

of the nature of the fracturing of the limestone bed
rock at the site in front of the house. Item D seems 
to be improbable because no further evidence can be 
found on either gable or in the rear of such square 
hole. Certainly, if these were used to support scaffold
ing other holes might be present at other points around 
the house. Items B, C, and F are unlikely interpreta
tions simply because little tradition can be found to 
support them. Of the items Ii ted by Kinsey, A and E 

seem to be the most acceptable. 1\lore research on the 
subject will obviously have to be carried out before any 
deci ions can be made with any real value because, as 
Kin ey him clf says, "speculation is not the way to solve 
a historical problem"." 

Beneath the northwest corner of the house is the 
cellar, which itself is of great interest because of its 

"Kinsey, p. 7. 
" I bid, loco cit. 

magnificent vaulted arch. The cellar must be entered 
through a cellar door leading down a rather teep et 
of tone tair. To the right (on the north side of the 
hou e are two tone-framed ca ement window nar
rowinD' down to slit on the ou tide. t the further
most end of the cellar is another window of imilar 
con truction but filled in with stone and cement. The 
cellar take up nearly half of the hou e's total width 
and mea ure twelve feet and one-half in width while 
the di lance from floor to vault mea ures six feet even 
inches. The exposed floor i of dirt with everal wood 
ills till in it. A concrete floor has been taken up to 

expose this floor from which some a rtifact ha\'e been 
taken. 

T o the left of the door, about six feet, is a large 
column of stone. I t is situated just beneath the fire
place on the fir t floor. Just what its purpose is is 
not clear. Perhaps it was built to support the fireplace 
or a a fireplace it clf, since many houses in the area 
had fireplace built into the root cellars. The cellar i 
of tone covered with a light surface of lime plaster, 
the same a the walls on the first level. One ha to 
enter the ce llar from the outside as in the Zeller H ouse, 
although trap doors leading into cellars were built into 
the first level on some examples in other areas. 

Before going on to a discussion of the Zeller House, 
there are three features of the Herr House that deserve 
some attention : the roof, the chimney, and the inscrip
tion over the doorway. The roof is of riven singles and 
is not the original roof. Just what the original roof was 
made of is not certain nor perhaps will it ever be. The 

Plate 16 A view of the rear of the Z eller H ouse with its offset rear door, stone-framed casement windows, 
vertical sheathing on the gable and a slight «kick" of the roof. 
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Plate 17 A view of the south gable of the Z eller 
H ouse with its spring room and stream running from 
that room. The window above the door is not part 
of the original building but the window to the left 
is. Th e stone walls on either side of the stream were 
added during the 1940's. Note also the vertical sheath
ing and nicely finish ed door frame. 

chimney i made of new-style bricks probably dating 
from the first two decades of the 20th Century, although 
on e again some old-style bricks have been discovered 
during the excavations carried out around the house 
leading one to guess that they might have come from 
the original chimney or the kitchen floor. Smith's pho
tograph shows the house with the chimney partially 
broken away," while · Brumbaugh's photograph of the 
Herr House (Plate 35) shows it completely redone, thus 
allowing one to assume that the newer chimney was 
added between 1929 and 1933, although once more we 
do not know exactly when the photographs were taken 
by either author. 

Finally, the inscription over .the door of the Herr. 
House, which was placed there by the builder, Chris
tian H err, in 1719. It reads "17 CHHR 19," the number 
1 in the 17 having a curving line run through it pro
ducing two nearly perfect half circles on either side of 
the number as follows: d' 7 . One of scveral inter-

" Plate opposite p. 288). 
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pretations may be offered here as to the purpose of this 
motif on the number. If one turns the number on its 
side ( top to the left) an a is produced, while if left 
on its bottom a lower case d can be seen. Given these 
two possibilities, then, the a and the d might represent 
anno domini: T"'o1' . There is ample 
evidence for this interpretation on many of the grave
stones in Southeastern and Central Pennsylvania. Barba 
offers numerous examples in his book titled Pennsylva
nia German T ombstones." We may note some examples 
here: (a) J705 (M aria Cattarina Becker stone 
in Stouchsburg, Berks County ; page 33); (b) J t 't I 

(Johan Leonhard Rith stone near Stouch burg, Berks 
Coun ty; page 47); (c) dl 'j (SR stone, The Trappe, 
Montgomery County; page 79 ); and (d ) .} 763 
(Philip H enrich Seller stone, Montgomery County; 
page 99). Of the four inscriptions, the third most 
obviously is a lower case d, while the others may simply 
be folk motifs, although we have noted grave tones 
with an anno inscribed on the upper part of the stone 
and a number one with a half circle on its lower left 
side to represent a d thus completing the sequence. On 
the one hand, then, this part of the in cription may 
simply be a motif from German folk art or, on the 
other hand, it may repre ent a d (Fig. 4D ). 

In keeping with the tradition of the Pennsylvania 
Germans, Christian H err placed an inscription over 
his door way to identify the builder and the date of 
the house. In addition, note that all of the inscriptions 
have the first number one inscribed in such a manner, 
perhaps adding to the possibility that the design was 
from the repertoire of folk art motifs. 

THE ZELLER HOU SE 

The H einrich Zeller House, or more popularly, Fort 
Zeller, stands near Womelsdorf, on the banks of Mill 

" Preston A. Barba, Pennsylvania German T ombstones (Allen
town, 1953), Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, XVIII. 

Plate 18 A view of the rear of the Z eller House and 
its north gable. T he window at the center, near the 
ground, opens into the kitchen. Like the one above 
it, it too is stone-framed. 



Creek." I t was built in 1745 by a Huguenot emigrant 
who is said to have Germanized his name from H enri 
Zellaire. P revious to this particular building, a log build
ing was supposed to have been constructed about fifty 
feet from the present site of the Zeller H ouse in 1723 
by the same man. It is no longer there but a foundation, 
partially exposed by the present owner, offers evidence 
that one was there. 

Like the H err H ouse, this building is a fine example 
of a Germanic stone cabin with nearly the same plan 
as the H err H ouse. I t is 34 feet six inches in length 
and 29 feet five inches in width with two-foot-thick 
walls, a central chimney, high pitched roof, off-center 
doors, two windows in front, a spring room beneath 
the house, a second level and an upper loft. In addition, 
it is ori ented to the south as is the case with the H err 
H ouse and other examples. H owever, its basic floor 
plan is most characteristic of the house type (Fig. 3) . 

The kitchen has a large fireplace with an oak lintel 
over it and a stairwell that leads to the second level 
from the southeast corner, the same placement as the 
H err House. In a ddition to the kitchen ( K iiche) the 
main part of the house is divided into two rooms, the 
parlor (Stub e) on the front side of the house and a 
bedroom ( Kammer) a t its rear. Next to the kitchen, 

" For the Zeller H ouse, in addition to Brumbaugh, op. cit ., 
see the early descrip tions by P. C. C roll , Ancient and H istoric 
L andmarks in th e L ebanon V alley ( Philadelphia, 1895); and 
J ulius F . Sachse, " A Photographic R amble in the Millbach 
V alley," American Journal of Photography, 1896, 1-15. For 
the Zeller family, its origins and genealogy, see J ohn F. V al
lentine, " Zeller Family R evision," T he Pennsylvania Genealog
ical M agazine, XXVII ( 1971 ),92-1 03 . 

Plate 22 This photograph of the Z eller H ouse shows 
the "outriders" that support the «kick" of the roof on 
the front of the house. 

Plate 19 A view 
of the front door 
of the Zeller 
House with its 
finely dressed 
casement and 
decorative es 
cutcheon over 
the door. A n in
scription is to 
the right of the 
upper section of 
the door. Not e 
also the diagonal 
board door with 
i t s two h a l ves 
whic h can b e 
opened separate
ly. 

Plate 20 A close-up vzew of the escutcheon over the 
door of the Z eller H ouse. Like the rest of the house) 
it is fashioned fr om lim estone. 

on its north side behind the fireplace, is a small room 
that might have served as a pantry or storage room of 
some sort. The stairway is sheathed as is the one in 
the H err House, a practice already discussed earlier 
in this paper. There is but one window in the kitchen, 
and that is stone-framed with a small slit beneath it 
through which water could be poured. The doors are 
opposite one another, one on the front and the other 
on the rear portion of the house. Both measure three 
feet three inches by six feet eight inches. 

The parlor has a partition running down it from 
near the north end of the fireplace wall to the west wall 
with a door in it. Three windows are placed in the 
parlor, one in the west wall and two on the front. All 
three seem to have been added at a later date because, 
like the Herr House, they have double-hung wooden 
frames and are much larger than the other stone-framed 
casements which were apparently the original type built 
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into the house. These double-hung windows measure 
over three feet across and about four and one-half 
feet in height (Fig. 6A). 

The first floor bedroom has two stone-framed windows 
in it, each measuring about one foot across by two feet 
in height. I n a ddition, a ll of the stone-framed windows 
are larger on the inside than on the outside, a feature 
that this house has in common with the H err House. 
Four other stone-framed windows are placed on either 
gable end, one in the upper loft of each gable and one 
on the first second level on the east gable with a small 
one next to the entrance to the spring room. A second 
story window still has its original paneled shutter still 
in place, a shutter that opens into the house and not 
out on one set of hinges. A fireplace can also be found 
on this second level, for this level was used as sleeping 
quarters. 

Like the H err H ouse, the walls in the Zeller House 
are quite thick, nearly two feet, and of stone. The in
side walls are made of daub and wattle, except that 
the vertical sticks are not woven together with horizon
tal stick . ~. The daub is made of mud and straw while 
the whole of the inside walls are covered with a light 
surface of lime making them off-white in color. A small 
section in the pa rlor has been exposed to show the 
construction of the inside walls. 

Of particular interest on the outside of the Zeller 
House are the doors on both the west gable and the 
front side. Both are fine examples of diagonally moun
ted boards with moulded joints surrounded by frames 
of rails and stiles. Forming a pattern is a series of 
round, wooden pegs that hold the doors together. The 
door to the spring room and the front door differ only 
in one respect: the front door is composed of two parts, 
the upper part can be opened while the lower part is 
left closed. The spring room door does not have this 
feature. A similar door is to be found at Bethlehem 
on the grounds of the Mora vian Seminary building, 
the Gemein Haus (Brumbaugh, Plates 74, 7S ) . These 
doors are considered to be parts of the original building 
(Figs. 6B, SA). 

The front door itself is worth some discussion be
cause it is unique in its design but also traditional in 
its construction. It has two large door posts of lime
stone with some linear designs incised in them. The 
lintel over the doorway has a family crest composed 
of a cross with equally spaced vertical and horizontal 
lines. The cross is surrounded by features on both sides 
and bottom. Immediately to the right of this crest is 
the date-stone with the name H einrich Zeller, except 
that it is spelled "HENRICH ZELER." It is dated 
1749 with the initial one having a curlicue on its lower 
end, similar to the ones discussed on gravestones. In 
addition, the inscription bears the initials "S W H" 
in the lower right hand corner. To whom these refer 
is not yet determined (Fig. 6B ) . 
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Plate 21 The builder's inscription on the Z eller H ouse 
is shown here. I t reads HENRICH ZELER 1745. The 
letters in the lower right corner read S W H but their 
significance is not known at present. 

In the west gable the spring room is located. From 
it issues a cold spring sti ll used by the present owner 
and which was formerl y used to keep perishable goods 
in cold storage, a small trough being used for this pur
pose. Behind the spring trough is the outline of an 
a rch which apparently was the entrance to a small 
storage area or root cellar ; it unfortunately has been 
covered up. Just outside the diagonal board door, and 
to the left, is a small stone-framed casement window 
which opens into the cella r itself. Above the door is 
a double-hung wooden frame window that was added 
to the building, perhaps to replace a smaller stone
framed window. The cold spring runs from beneath 
the door into a pool which was built in the 1940's by 
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Plate 24 This view shows the diagonal board door 
that leads into the spring room of the Z eller House. 
I t is fram ed in dressed limestone. 



Pla te 23 T he 
windo w shown 
in this view is on 
the lower part of 
the north gable 
'and opens into 
the kitchen of 
the Z eller House. 
It is typical of 
the stone-framed 
windows on this 
hous e, e x cep t 
that it has an 
opening at its 
lo we r section. 
Th e opening is 
used as a drain
board. 

the owner of the house. This walled-in pool repiaced 
a simple earth-banked pool tha t led into the nearby 
meadow where cattle now graze. Stairs of stone lead 
down from either side of the house onto a wooden 
platform under which the water runs (Fig. 8A ) . 

Another interesting feature of the Zeller House is 
the vertical board sheathing on the upper sections of 
both gables (Fig. 8C ). There is an upper window, 
stone-framed in the peak of each gable, which leads 
into the upper loft section of the house. Just beneath 
the sheathing on the east gable is a centra l stone-framed 
window that opens into the second level just above the 
summer beam. There is not a counterpart in the op
posite gable, at least not in the center of the second 
level. 

Like the H err H ouse, the Zeller H ouse has a steeply 
pitched roof with a central chimney protruding from 
it. One major difference is the "kick" of the roof at 
the front of the house on the Zeller House. Four large 
"outriders" hold this kick in place at about eight feet 
from the ground level. This kick serves to protect the 
front of the house from water or snow (Fig. 8B ) . The 
roof itself is covered with a metal roof. What originally 
covered it cannot be determined but perhaps red tiles 
were used by Zeller when he built the house. Unlike 
the H err House, however, is the chimney which is made 
of round stones held together with cement or concrete. 
Moreover, it has vents on its uppermost sections through 
which the smoke could pour but rain could not get in, 
a not unusual feature on such houses. 

Early pictures of the house show a grape arbor grow
ing on the southwest corner of the house, leading one 
to guess that this was not unusual in that part of Penn
sylvania since other examples are to be found. In ad
dition, the Zeller House has four dormers protruding 
from the second level just above the eaves, two on the 
north side and two on the south side. These were ap-

parently additions made to the hou e at a la ter date 
than the dated con truction. 

COl'CL t; DING RE~lARK 

\ e have a ttempted to show in this paper orne of 
the major fea ture of the Germanic cabin a it wa 
built in outheastern and Central Penn yh-ania. \\ e 
have not tried to plot the di tribution of the type; 
much more fi eldwork needs to be done before thi can 
be accomplished. 'Moreover, we have hown that the 
plan of this type of house \Va probably modeled after 
the continental log house as it was con tructed in Penn
sylvania. 

As regards the restoration of the H err H ou e, we 
would caution any engaged in the project to carefu lly 
examine the living traditions of the Pennsyl ania Ger
mans before attempting to complete the work, for it 
is only by studying traditions a they were and are 
practiced that the restoration can mean anything at 
a ll. Moreover, we must also remember that not H ans 
H err but Christian Herr built the house and should 
be given every consideration in any historical recon
struction. If the project is to be a success it must 
place people in the house and demonstrate their activ
ities, not just religious ones but a ll that would help 
in allowing us to understand better how they lived, 
for like people, the H err House can speak of the past. 
In addition, a search must be made for any of the out
buildings so that the plan of the farm can be recreated, 
for this too represents a cultural pattern of importance. 
Aerial photographs should be taken to determine if any 
of the foundations of these buildings are still present. 
Comparative studies of similar farms and houses should 
be undertaken as well. Such studies can assist by bring
ing to light what we know of past and present behavior 
and activities of the people who lived on them. Indeed, 
much still remains to be done. 

Plate 25 .This is 'a view of the exposed floor in the 
parlor of the H err H ouse. T he sills run from side to 
side and their heads have been trimmed. I t is likely 
that these sills came from another building rather than 
being a part of the original features of the H err H ouse. 

I 1 .' , 
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Pennsylvania German Astronomy 
and Astrology II: The Moon 

I N TROD UCTION 

By LO I WIN KLER 

D epartment of Astronomy 
The Pennsylvania State Un iversity 

P.l . The moon pl ayed a varied and important role in 
the life of the earl y Pennsylvan ia Germans. Its uses 
included the determina tion of time, astrological inter
preta tions, and estheti c and symbolic depictions. 

r;=::=====-----=- ------ -

T he reasons for these va ried uses a re related to the 
unique and complex set of characteristics possessed by 
the moon. It is the only celestia l object which can be 
seen very often both day and night. Aside from the 
sun no celestia l object is as bright or exhibits an illu
mina ted area. The sta rs and planets are much fainter 
and are only point sources of light. The moon is the 
only object which goes through varying geometrical il 
luminated portions which a re visible to the unaided 
eye. Lunar motion is interesting too since the moon 
appears to move through the twelve signs of the zodiac 
and above and below the eclip tic. 

P RACTICAL U SES OF THE M OON 

The practical value of the moon to the earl y Penn
sylvania German settler is difficu lt for the modern 
person to understand. This arises since the modern 
person has li ttle practical encounter with the moon. 
H e tends to con ider the moon either as an esthetic 
object or a body which some national governments 
are expending large sums of money to explore. To the 
early settler, however, the involvement was considerably 
more direct. I nvolvements ranged from the fa rmer's 
determina tion of time from the moon to his use of 
moonlight as a substitu te fo r sunlight. 

Undoubtedly the most valuable p roperty of the moon 
was its predictable positions relative to the stars and 
horizon. With this information one could determine 
the day of the year or the time of the day. It must 
be remembered tha t un til the 20th Centu ry celestial 
objects were virtually the only means for acquiring 
time since there were no radios, telephones, or television 
sets. A need to determine these times was likely since 
it was not difficult for a busy farmer to lose track of 
the days or to have his timepiece run down. 

The procedure for determining the date or time of 
day involved an almanac. The date could be deter
mined by noting in the a lmanac the day of the month 

Figure 1. Frontispiece of the heavens with moon, from 
Walz's treatise on astronom y ( R eading, 1830) . Engrav
ing by Egelmann. 
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the moon entered a particular sign, achieved a phase or 
even the time of day it rose or set. The procedure for 
determining the time of day to within a few minutes, 
however, was a bit more complicated. By noting in the 
almanac the time the moon rose or set or passed over 
a bright star the app.arent solar time of the event could 
be determined. Then by adding or subtracting the 
number of minutes listed in the "equation of time" 
sections of the almanac an .accurate determination of 
mean civil time could be made. 

After thinking about th is procedure one might wonder 
why other celestial bodies could not be used. Actually 
the brighter stars, planets, and sun could be used in a 
somewhat similar fashion but with less facility. These 
useful stars and planets are visible only during certain 
times of the year and the sun can only be used near 
the horizon since it would otherwise provide for too 
much glare. The moon, however, is nearly always 
visible and exhibits no glare. 

The relationship between the moon and time is still 
quite evident in some of our words. Monday (or 

"Moonday" ) , the second day of the week, is named 
in honor of the moon. The fact that the twelve major 
divisions of the year are called months (or "moonths") 
refers to the fact that there are almost twelve complete 
lunar phase cycles in a year. 

I t is interesting to note that at least as late .as the late 
18th Century there is evidence that farmers could teE 
time more accurately with their almanacs than city 
folks could with their watches. In a 1786 almanac 
article by Dr. N. Low he writes: "Twenty gen tlemen 
in company will hardly be able, by the help of their 
thirty-guinea watches, to guess within two hours of the 
true time of night. One says it is nine o'clock, another 
half after eight, a third, half after ten ; whilst the poor 
peasant, who never s.aw a watch, will tell the time to 
a fra tion, by the rising and setting of the moon, and 
some particular stars, which he learns from his al
manack.'" 

Employment of the moon in timekeeping activItIes 
was not the only widespread practical involvement. 
Another use was the light it could provide at night. 
According to some of the literature found in early 
almanacs moonlight vras used for aiding farmers in 
their outdoor work as well as for holding outdoor 
parties. With modern artificial lighting, however, it 
is no longer necessary to depend on the moon for 
lighting at night. 

A maximum amount of moonlight is received on 
earth when the moon is full. Around the time of full . 
moon the sun a nd moon are in approximately opposite 
parts of the sky. Thus around the time of the full moons 
occurring around the first day of fall or spring the sun 

'From A stronon:ical D iary: Or Almanack ( 1-786 ) , cited in 
M . Drake, compiler, Almanacs of the United States (New 
York : Scarecrow Press, J 962), introduction . 
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Figure 2. Egelmann engraving, from Walz (1830), 
showing surlace of the moon (above) and phases of 
the moon ( below) . 

sets when the moon rises. This synchronous phenomenon 
was useful to the farmer since he could continue his 
farming after sunset. 

Since the full moon nearest to the first day of fall 
occurs around harvest time it is appropriately called 
the "harvest moon." Actually, the full moons around 
the harvest moon can be used almost as well and in the 
same way as the harvest moon. Often the full moon 
just after the harvest moon is called the "hunter's 



Figure 3. Cres
cent moon de
signs from rifle 
stocks. From 
the Pennsylvania 
G erman Folk 
lor e Soci e ty, 
IX (1944). 

moon." This fall moon could be used to hunt game 
just after the su n sets. Because of the celestial mechanics 
of the sun and moon the full moons around the first 
day of spring also tend to rise when the sun sets. While 
this full moon does not appear to have a particular 
name in the literature it is used at least by some 
farmers much as the harvest moon is used to harvest. 
This writer has seen modern Pennsylvania German 
farmers as well as other farmers in Pennsylvania em
ploying the full moon in the spring to plow their fields. 

Still a nother practical use of the moon occurred in 
connection with the la rge loaded sailing vessels. Be
cause the water line was so high in many cases loaded 
vessels could only enter and leave port at high tide. 
Since the tides are principally governed by the moon's 
position relative to the horizon, knowledge of the lunar 
ephemeris indicates the time of high tides. Thus the 
almanac was the natural place for tidal tables. With 
the tidal information the Pennsylvania German farmer 
could estimate the time of day large vessels would be 
entering or leaving the Philadelphia and New York 
ports. The particular date of .arrival or departure of 
the vessels could be found in the newspapers. 

ASTROLOGICAL USES OF THE MOON 

The astrological uses of the moon are countless. The 
origins of these astrologies go far back into antiquity 
to unknown sources and are found on a worldwide basis. 
From an extensive study made by this writer it appears ' 
that the Pennsylvania Germans have one of the most 
highly developed lunar astrologies. While there are a 
variety of written sources of lunar astrology the richest 
source is collected oral traditions. In spite of the fact 
that the complex lunar astrologies have been passed 
down through many generations by word of mouth 
surprisingly few contradictions or meaningless ideas 
emerge. The reason for this, as we will see, is that 
there is a logic to the astrology. 

A fairly common feature of the lunar astrologies is 
tha t certain astronomical characteristics influence sit
uations here on earth in some way. The influences stem 
from the phases of the moon or its position relative to 
the horizon, stars, or ecliptic. The curiousness of the 
ideas can only be appreciated by examining some in 
detail. 

D 
The Pennsylvania German culture associated certain 

persons, animals, or objects with the twelve signs of the 
zodiac which the moon passes through. These associa
tions are given in many almanacs as well as numerous 
other written sources. When the moon passes through 
each of these signs properties of the sign a re associated 
with phenomena here on earth . Two examples of oral 
traditions concerned with water are as follows: "Don't 
buy rubber boots in the sign of Aquarius ( the water
boy); they will leak even though there is no hole or 
no rip" (collected by V. C. Dieffenbach ),; "Never go 
visiting in the sign of Pisces (fish ) as it always rains 
then" (collected by E. M. Fogel)'. This writer can not 
help speculating that these undesirable effects on earth 
are somehow connected with man's oldest known stories 
concerning devastating deluges. Aquarius and Pisces 
are just two constellations of a large group called the 
" watery constellations" which are associated with ancient 
deluges. 

Another class of lunar astrology is concerned with 
the phases of the moon. An example collected by 
Frederick Sta rr is as follows: "When the moon is in
creasing, things grow well ; hence, hair should be cut . . . 
corns should be cut with a decreasing moon.''' This is 
a particularly interesting lunar astrological item since, 
in this writer's mind, it reveals the rationale that was 
used in including crescent moons on so many outhouses. 
Since the cusps of the crescent moon on outhouses al
most always point to the right as one approaches it, the 
phase depicted is a decreasing one. Thus, the elimina
tion of human wastes a ppears to be thought of as are 
the removal of corns In that there is a note of good 
riddance. 

Still another class of lunar astrology is concerned 
with the position of the moon relative to the ecliptic. 
Another quotation from Starr illustrates this connection: 
"When the moon is on its back (i.e., below the ecliptic), 
plant corn, beans, and vegetables tha t grow upward. 

>Victor C. Dieffenbach, "Weather Signs and Calendar Lore 
from the 'Dumb Quarter,'" Pennsylvania Folklile, XVII: 1 
(Autumn 1967 ) , 26-30, No. 57. 

'Edwin Miller Fogel, Beliels and Superstitions 01 the Penn
sylvania Germans ( Philadelphia: Americana Germanica Press, 
1915 ), No. 1273. 

'Frederick Starr, "Some Pennsylvania German Folk-Lore," 
Journal 01 American Folk-Lore," IV (1891), 321-326. 
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When it points downward plant radishes, turnips, pota
toes, etc., set posts, and spread manure. '" Thus the 
direction in which the cusps point emphasizes the direc
tion in which some things should tend on earth . Al
though it takes a very knpwledgeable observer to deter
mine whether the moon is above or below the ecl iptic 
from visual sighting, a nyone can determine the "above
ness" or "belowness" by consulting the almanac. 

. Some of the oral traditions also relate to the effects 
of moonlight per se. Fogel records these items: "You 
will go crazy if the moon shines on you in bed,'" and 
"If the moon shines on fi sh, they will spoil.' " The idea 
in the la tter quote is so well ingra ined in man's mind 
that it even appeared in the 1825 issue of the Journal 

of the Franklin I nstitute. This was one of the prestigious 
scien tifi c periodicals of the time. 

DECORATIVE USES OF THE MOON 

The crescent or full moon is often depicted in folk 
~ rt for decorative or symbolic purposes. Some of the 
more interesting examples from Pennsylvania German 
riRes, Fraktur works, tombstones, and astrological man
uscripts will be discussed. 

One of the fairly common places for the depiction 
of the moon, as well as other astronomical objects, was 
on the stocks of riRes. A few of the more complex 
depictions are shown in Fig. 3." Just what the purpose 
of the astronomical objects was is not clear to this 
writer since both waxing and waning crcscent moons 
a re found . Pcrhaps in some way the celestial depictions 
enhance the good luck of the hunter . 

An unusual depiction of the crescent moon is found 
in the Fraktur stipple drawing by C . F. Egelmann shown 
in Fig 1'. The depiction not only appears as the 
frontispiece of the astronomical 1830 text written by 
E. L. Walz but also in an almanac around that time. 
The unusual feature is that although the moon is 
crescent the remainder of the disk is fain tly illumina ted. 
The fainter section is light reRected to the earth and 
then back from the moon, rather than just from thc 
moon . One of the reasons for the rarity of this depictipn 
is that it occurred before the advent of photography. 
The stipple technique of course lent itself well to this 
subtle depiction. 

Another complex Fraktur astronomical depiction by 
D aniel Schumacher is shown in "Pastor Schumacher's 
Admonition" in Fig. 4." The moon is again crescent 

'Starr, op. cit. 
"Fogel, op. cit., No. 1253. 
'Fogel, op. cit ., No. 1262 . 
"From H enry K . Landis and George D. Landis, "Lancaster 

Rifle Accessories," The Pennsylvania German Folklore Societ y, 
IX (1944). 

'E. L. Walz, Vollstiindige Erklarung des Calenders (Read
ing: Johann Ritter, 1830). For title-page and discussion of 
this volume, see j o. I in this series, in Pennsylvania Folklife, 
XXI :3 (Spring 1972). 

IOFrom J ohn Joseph Stoudt, Pennsylvania German Folk Art : 
An Int erpretation, The Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, 
XXVIII ( .1966 ). 
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and waning, and with a sombre face. A waning moon 
and thc sombre face are appropriate to the concept of 
death. The simultaneous depiction of the sun, moon, 
a nd stars on a clock are all appropriate to the depiction 
of time. 

The association of death with astronomical objects 
and pa rti cula rly the waning moon is an ancient one. 
It is not surprising then to find waning moons on 
numerous tombstones, a sample of which is shown in 
Fig. 5." In ncarly all cases the moon's cusps point to 
the right or downward as one faces the depiction. Since 
a face is included on all of these crescent moons the 
overall depiction is fi ctitious rather than realistic. While 
it is true tha t there is a realistic crescent image of a 
"man in the moon" formed by the topographical 
features of the moon, the crescent image never agrees 
with the illuminated crescent. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. The moon as well ,as other celestial objects 

"From Preston A. and El eanor Barba, PennsJ,lvania German 
To mbstones: A Study in Folk Art, Th e Pennsylvania German 
Folklore Society, XVIII (1953) . 

Figure 4. Fraktur admonition by Daniel Schuhmacher, 
Lutheran pastor of the 18th Century. From John Joseph 
Stoudt, Pennsylvania Folk Art ( Allentown, 1948). 



are perhaps associated with the deceased so as to help 
them in their a fter life. The celestial objects were 
thought to have immortal characteristics since they 
almost always appeared the same way. The sun and 
stars would always rise and set the same way in the 
course of a year. The planets would nearly always 
move in the zodiacal belt with the same speed and 
d irection. The sun would rise every day, and the moon 
would always pass through its phases in about 29.5 
days and through its signs in about 27.3 days. 

While the moon is a satellite of the earth it is often 
referred to as a planet in astrological discussions or 
depictions. The moon is of importance in horoscopes 
because it is a ruling planet for people born when the 
sun appears to be passing through the sign of Cancer. 
According to some astrological sources people born 
under Cancer exhibit a personality which is changeable 
and moody. Not only is the moon the most changeable 

celes tia l object but temperament is frequently as ociated 
with the moon. For some time it was thought that the 
moon had great effects on the psychological stability 
of people. This idea is related to the etymology of 
the word lunatic (or lunartic ) . 

Some of the early Pennsylvania German settlers 
formed two most interesting religious sects which in
volved astronomical and astrological principles to a 
significant degree. These were the Wissahickon M ystics 
and the followers of Conrad Beissel. 

Evidently the foll owers of Beissel thought the moon 
had considerable influence here on earth. This is seen 
for example in a quotation from a manuscrip t written 
at Ephrata in connection with a ritual performed to 
prevent unwanted fires. The pertinent sentence goes: 
"Friday in the waning of the moon between the hours 
of 11 and 12 a t night, it required the use of a new 
quill, plucked from a goose at night during the lunar 
decline.'''' The ritual is reminiscent of some of the nu-

"Julius F. Sachse, " Exorcism of Fire, Ephrata Cloister," 
Proceedings of the L ancaster County H istorical Society, VII, 
92. 
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Fig. 5 M oon 
and stars from 
a L ancaster 
County tomb
stone. Fr om 
Barba's Penn
sylvania Ger
man Tomb
stones (Allen
town, 1953) . 

Figure 6. T opographical and true crescent 
m oons. 

merous home remedies for human and animal ailments 
that could be found in home remedy texts. 

CONCLU SION 

The b.asis of the information in this article includes 
materia l collected in a study which was concerned with 
the Pennsylvania Germans before the Civil W ar. Just 
what the extent of their astrological beliefs, and prac
tical and decorative uses of the moon is today has not 
been studied. Since there are sti ll many astrological 
sources existing today, in particular the oral tradition, 
astrological beliefs concerning the moon may not have 
diminished much. The former practical use of the moon 
for time-keeping is probably non-existent now because 
of the availability of low cost and accurate time-pieces 
and the modern communications media. The use of 
moonlight still exists for outdoor work but undoubtedly 
not as much as previously because of the availability 
of artificial lighting. The employment of the moon for 
decorative purposes stil1 exists but perhaps not in the 
same spirit. 

Historians of science as well as other persons have 
suggested that with increasing education people tend 
to believe less in astrology. This writer sees no definite 
evidence of this either in the Pennsylvania German 
society or any other society. If anything there appears 
to be a current revival in interest in astrology in some 
sectors of the whole United States society. It may be 
that as in the past both a stronomical and astrological 
interests are stimulated whenever some outstanding 
astronomical event occurs. In the past these events 
have usually been comets or meteor showers. Most 
recently the stimulus appears to be man's landing on 
the moon. In any event the nature of astrology in any 
society is at best only moderately studied and understood. 
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Travel Journals as a Folklife Research Tool: 

Impressions of the Pennsylvania Germans 

By JULIAN A ROTH 

F lklor studi s in th Unit d Stat s have historically 
be n r stri ted to oral and id ational traditions. With 
a broadening of the d finition of folklore to folklif 
it is n cessary to ons id r the Ellrop an oncept of the 
total life ways of the p opl . In Sigurd Erixon's vision, 

folklif studi s should in Iud the total range of folk-
1Iltural ph nom na, mat ria l as well as oral, with the 

obj t of attaini ng a d ep r knowledge and under
standing of m n.' H n e, in th European folk-cultural 
scholar hip an historical ori ntation has long b en im
p rtant and in their mu urns traditional phenomena 
"are inv stigated not only in their present form, but 
also in th ir histori al dev lopment in order to establish 
their traditional continuity.''' Th study of travel Jour
nals and diari s, in this ase describing th lif ways 
of the P nn ylvania G -rmans, is an important facet 
of th hi torical approach to folklifc studies. 

Th r a r num rous travel journals which include 
informat ion on th P nnsylvania G rmans. The jour-
nals in ludcd h re ar ompri d of both the mor 
well known ones and som of the more obscure as 
well. Th y w re selc ted with a n eye toward avail
ability as w II a toward ontent. This is intended as 
a sampling which surveys the typ s of folklife mat rials 
whi h may be found in journals, with rather ex tensive 
illustration. 

Before sampling som travel journals it is wi e to get 
some idea of the a ttitud s of our travelers towards the 
Pennsylvania Germans as this tends to influence what 
they report. They show tr mendous cap a ity for get
ting things wrong and an instinct for automatic praise 
or ensure, d pending on their preconceptions. Two 
gen ral outlooks appear to be operating: 1) the theory 
that men, plants, and animals in America were degen
era te forms of Old World species; and 2) the theory 
that American Indians and colonists were robust and 
long-lived.' The attitudes of the travelers towards the 
P nnsylvanians also varied from the haughty scorn of 
the English aristo rat, to a general admiration for the 
industry of th people and the richn ss of the country. 

The naturalist Peter Kalm shows an admirable neu
trality towards what he saw, and records all with a 

'Sigurd Erixon, "Regional European Ethnology." Folkliu 
( 1937),39- 107 ; ( 1938 ),263-294. 

'Norbert F. Ried l, "Folklore and the Study of M aterial 
Aspe ts of Folk ClIlture." Joumal 0/ American Folklore, 
LXXIX ( 1966 ), 557-563. 

' Percy G. Adams, Tra velers and Travel Liars, /600-/800 
(Berkeley, California, 1962). 
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somewhat s ientific detachment. Noting the failure of 
local weather prognostication in Wilmington, for ex
am pIe, h says: 

Late at night a great Halo appeared round the 
moon . The p ople said it prognosticated either a 
storm, or rain, or both together. The smaller the 
ring is, or the nearer it comes to the moon, the 
soon r this weather sets in. But this time neither 
of these changes happened, and the halo had fore
told a coldness in the a ir" 

He approa hes everything he sees from plant to animal 
to man to landscape with all-encompassing interest 
which Forster, translator of the English edition, un
fortunately saw fit to edit, omitting "some trifling cir
cumstances, viz, the way of eating oysters, the art of 
making apple dumplings, and some more of the same 
nature, which struck the Swedish gentleman with their 
novel ty."· 

Thomas Anburey, a lieutenant in the Army of General 
Burgoyne in 1778 is generally favorable and is impressed 
with how Pennsylvanians got along with their diversity 
of religions. To this ability to maintain peace and 
harmony among diversity he attributes the prosperity 
of the province around Lancaster.· 

Hessian soldiers during the American Revolution feel 
that all the people in the vicinity of Philadelphia where 
both air and water are unwholesome are mad, "a sort 
of mental aberration caused by a compression rather 
than a heating of the blood.''' Part of the mental aber
ration is attributed to the fact that the food is not .as 
nutritive as it is in Germany which harks back to the 
theory of New World inferiority. 

Thomas Ashe, an Englishman writing In 1808, is 

abso lutely the most in ulting of a ll travelers, listing the 
I ading stereotypes of the day including the "liberal 
Engli h" and the "proud German". His sentiments on 
r ligious diversity, in contrast to Anburey's, are less 
than omplimentary. He feels that in America "reli
gious worship is expressed by every vagary that can 
nter into a di turbed mind ."· His American traveling 

companion in the vicinity of Pittsburgh explains to 

'Peter K alm, Travels in North America, I, 154. 
' Ibid ., p. xiii. 
"Thomas Anburey, Travels Through the Interior Parts of 

America, p. 169. 
' Wm. L . Stone, L etters of Brunswick and Hessian Officers 

during the American Revolution, p. 215. 
8Tbomas Ashe, Travels in America, p. 28. 



T ourists and travelers m early America used the stage system which connected the cities before the railro,ad era. 

him, according to Ashe, that the strange creature in 
an immense cloak and a flat hat whom he meets a long 
the way is: 

. .. a Mennonite, 'a harmless creature,' continued 
he, 'belonging to a sect who never inhabit towns, 
nor ever cu t their beard, hair or nails; wash or 
clean them elves; and whose dress, habits and gen
eral mode of life are at variance with those of the 
rest of mankind'." 

He feels that the influence of Irish of good society upon 
Pittsburgh have kept "the vicious propensities of the 
genuine American character" from being established. 

Theophile Cazenove who traveled as an agent of 
the Holland Land Company to search out investment 
possibilities for European banks is most concerned with 
the production possibilities of the area though he does 
rue the lack of conveniences at the country inns for 
himself, hi coach and four, his extra saddle horse, 
a valet, coachman, and postillion! Cazenove certainly 
traveled in the most comfortable way possible for the 
era. H e is impressed with German productiveness, their 
neat and prosperous farms, and the possibilities of trans
porting this produce to market in Philadelphia via canal. 
The German frugality, for all its merits, could be taken 
to the point of stinginess, especially since they were 
unwilling to give their land for the canal way which 
to the merchant was so very important.'· 

"Ibid" p, 26. 
"'Theophi1e Cazenove, Journal, p. 46. 

Forte cue Cuming, an Englishman whose tour was 
mostly of the Western Country, commented on his way 
through Pennsylvania that the Germans were frugal 
and industrious, good farmers, and consequently a 
wealthy people." This could be influenced by the fact 
that he walked from Philadelphia to Lancaster on the 
pike, passing through some of the wealthiest farmland 
of the state, owned by the Mennonite farmers in the 
neighborhood of the town. 

The journal of the nineteen-year-old M argaret Van 
Horn Dwight from the "sophisticated" town of New 
Haven through the "wilderness" of Pennsylvania in 
1810 is illustrative on an American's sentiment about 
the Germans. She consistently refers to the Germans 
in the neighborhood of Bethlehem as wretches, either 
wicked or dissolute and vicious, and certainly not the 
sort of people with whom a proper young lady finds 
it appropriate to pass the Sabbath." She claims on the 
one hand that she understands not a word of German, 
but on the other that the Germans swear continuously, 
a conclusion she draws from their talk and laughter 
in the inns. The farther west she goes, the less time 
she has to think of Dutchmen, for the intrusion of the 
rough, bad-mannered waggoners is quite overwhelming, 
but in the last analysis, when speaking of her marriage 

" Fortescue Cuming, Sketches, p . 11. 
" Margaret Van Horn Dwight, ed. Max Farrand, A Journey 

to Ohio in 1810, pp. 15-1,6. 
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prospects she ranks Dutchmen as first among her cast 
offs and waggoners second." 

O f the Englishmen writing around 1820, neither 
Faux" nor Welby" is very complimentary to American 
life and manners, but both find it within them to ad
mire the prosperous German community of New H ar
mony, Indiana. The ideals on which the community 
were founded, however, are ar.other story. 

We have, therefore, a split image of the Dutchman. 
On the one hand he is considered both frugal and 
dumb and on the other hand he is admired for his 
supposedly superior methods of farming and animal 
husbandry, and his magnificent barns. 

With this brief glimpse of some of the basic attitudes 
of our travelers, we can examine the folkways that 
were of pa rticul ar interest to them. M ost frequently 
described are the material aspects of the people and 
places seen. Travelers comment on houses, barns, fences, 
crops, and scenery. Also important to them are food
ways (mostly as seen in the many inns along the road ), 
dress customs, language, medicine, weather, recreations, 
and the distinctive sectarian groups. 

Most foreign travelers begin their account of their 
stay in Pennsylva nia with an account of Philadelphia 
which seems to have impressed them very much. Phila
delphia had a very diverse population, far from being 
confined to Germans, but it was frequently the visitors' 
introduction to settled Germans or the shiploads of 
immigrants arriving to swell the German settlements. 
Physically the city must have been impressive. As a 
religious, economic, cultural, and governmental center 
Philadelphia, " . . . exceeded in population and in 
quality of its buildings most other cities in the western 
world in 1776."15 

When Peter Kalm arrived in Philadelphia in 1748, 
officially to collect plants in America and to see which 
of them might grow in the climate of Sweden, he 
described the town in detail as the second largest town 
in America (Boston being first ) .'. At that time the 
town was one mile long and one-half mile wide between 
the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers with houses of 
brick or stone several stories high. The houses were 
shingled with white cedar, a practice which the con
servation-minded Kalm noted at the time had almost 
destroyed the tree in the immediate area. Worthy of 
detailed description are the numerous churches, twelve 
in all, with separate cemeteries for each and an extra 
cemetery for negroes outside the town." Other notable 
buildings in town are the Town-Hall, the Library, and 
the Court House around which the market was held 
two days a week and every day in the summer. He 

"Ibid., p . 29. 
"Wm. Faux, Memorable Days in America, and Adlard Wel

by, Visit to North America and the English Settlements in 
Illinois, with a Winter Residence at Philadelphia. 

" Source mislaid . This was of course a commonly repeated 
idea in the 18th Century travel books. 

16Kalm, op. cit., I, 30-36. 
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cites the "good a nd clear water" as one of the city's 
great advantages.'· (Times have changed. ) 

Foreign visitors in the early 19th Century also men
tion the library founded by Franklin, the hospital, the 
prisons, and Peale's museum which boasted the entire 
skeleton of a mammoth.'· 

Shortl y after the R evolution, Francisco de Miranda, 
the Venezuelan patriot who was instrumental in secur
ing that country's independence from Spain, came to 
the United States as an official visitor of the government 
of Spain. H e was wined and dined royally wherever 
he went, and while admiring the other parts of the 
cou ntry he saw, from South Carolina to New York, 
he was most impressed with Philadelphia, which he 
describes as free and enterprising and without doubt 
the most beautiful city on the entire continent. The 
two things tha t interested him most were, however, the 
public lighting system and the police force with its 
regul ar uniforms which prompted him to write: "Phila
delphia is one of the most pleasant a nd orderly cities 
of the world.'''· Miranda, however, seems to have taken 
little note of the German population in Pennsylvania, 
his time being taken up with the political figures of 
the day and the active group of expatriates from Latin 
America who were trying to foment revolution through 
pamphleteering and the support of the United States 
government. No other Spanish travelers to the area 
during this period were discovered. 

Kalm, arriving in Philadelphia in 1748 mentions that 
there were immigrants on the same ship with him, but 
makes no remarks about their condition. H e does note 
tha t not only the poor who were unable to pay their 
passage indentured themselves, but also: 

M any of the Germans who come hither bring 
money enough with them to pay their passage, 
but rather suffer themselves to be sold, with a 
view that during their servitude they may get some 
knowledge of the language and the quality of the 
country, and the like, th2_t they may better be able 
to consider what they should do when they have 
got their liberty." 

" Ibid ., p. 36. Churches listed were : 1) English estab
lished Church- Christ Church; 2) Swedish church; 3) German 
Lutheran with preacher also serving Germantown ; 4 and 5) 
two Presbyterian churches-old and new ; 6) Old German Re
form ed ; 7) ew Reformed ; 8 and 9 ) Quaker meetings; 10 ) 
Baptists ; 11 ) Rom an Catholics-a house with an organ ; and 
12 ) Moravian Brethren-a great house with services both in 
German and English. 

" Ibid., I , 47. 
19Edouard de Montule, Travels in America, 1816-1817, p. 

27; Henry Fearon, Sketches of America, pp. 154-159. Francisco 
de Miranda's Journal, p. 29, mentions Peale's collection in 1789 
as being 100 portraits of individuals who had greatly contrib
uted to the Revolution. He makes no mention of the mam
moth skeleton which so impressed later visitors. 

'·Francisco de Miranda, Journal, p . 29. Later on, in the 
early 19th Cen tury, there was some controversy on this point. 
H enry Fearon commented in 1817 on the cleanliness and 
solidity of Philadelphia while his countryman Adlard Welby 
in 1819 was troubled by the stench in summer which he 
cla imed was worse than New York. 

"Kalm, op. cit ., I, 388. 



Fearon, in 1817, however, is appalled at the miserable 
conditions of the immigrant ships. The ship Bub ona, 
whose advertisement he quoted from the newspaper, 
held 500 passengers of whom 80 died during the voyage. 
H e describes the pathetically eager attempts of the ship's 
passengers to indenture themselves with their meagre 
knowledge of English . His listing of the occupations 
aboard ship (aside from women and children ) point 
up the fact, that while there were many immigrant 
farmers, there were just as many or more skilled laborers 
in this period . The Bubona carried "13 farmers, 2 
bakers, 2 butchers, 8 weavers, 3 taylors, 1 gardner, 3 
masons, 1 mill-sawyer, 1 white-smith, 2 shoe-makers, 
3 cabinet-makers, 1 coal-burner, 1 barber, 1 carpenter, 
I stocking-weaver, 1 cooper, 1 wheelwright, I brewer, 
and 1 locksmith."" 

Most visitors soon left Philadelphia and struck out 
west along the Lancaster Pike, and in later times on 
towards Pittsburgh and the west. Some, such as Caz
enove, made a circular tour entering Pennsylvania at 
Easton and taking a turn through the Moravian settle
ments at azarcth and Bethlehem. Almost without 
exception the travelers commented on the well built 
and well stocked ba rns of the Pennsylvania Germans 
as has been admirably documented elsewhere, making 
it unnecessary to deal with it in detail here." Suffice 
it to illustrate tha t even the young lady who refers to 
Dutchmen as dissolute, vicious wretches has to admit 
that the barn in the vicinity of "Klutztown" were very 
elegant. 

I imagine the du tch pride themselves on building 
good barns, for a great many of them are very 
elegant-they are 3 and 4 stories high, have win
dows and one or 2 I saw with blinds- They are 
larger and handsomer than most of the houses." 

Lancaster was almost invariably the second stop after 
Philadelphia, and was usually described as the largest 
inland town in America. I t was far enough from Phil
adelphia to have a separate market, yet near enough 
to permit easy transportation of goods. T he town struck 
mo t as well built, and bustling, but lacking in the 
"refinements of culture"-the classic complaint of the 
European in America, both then and now. Cazenove, 
the wealthy Dutchman, describes the girls of Lancaster 
as well dressed, of good figure, with beautiful teeth, 
but lacking in grace, easy manners, and refinement. 
Not forgetting entirely his business mission despite the 
good figures, he also admires the beauty and fertility 
of the surrounding countryside with its pattern of al
ternation between fields and forest, the farmers' houses 
being set in shallow valleys fo rmed by the slopes of 
3 or 4 wide hills, cultivated to the top." 

" Fearon, op. cit ., pp. 149-150. 
" D on Yoder, "Through the traveler's eye." I n A. L . Shoe

maker, ed ., Th e Pennsylvania Barn, pp. 12-2 l. 
" Farrand, ed., for M argaret van H orn Dwight, op. cit ., 

p . 2l. 
" Cazenove, op. cit ., p. 72. 

Anburey in 1778 noticed the well stocked market and 
excellent "cyder" of Lancaster, things for which it is 
still noted today, and claims that the organ in the 
Lutheran church is the largest and best in America." 
Even Thomas A he, who is generally as derogatory as 
anyone could be, had to admit that Lanca ter was large, 
clean, and well built. H enry Fearon in 1817 was so 
impressed by the "great a lley" around Lancaster that 
he puts it "fairly in competition with Old England." " 
The supreme compliment! 

The passing view of the fertile and well kept fa rms 
near Lancaster seems to have contributed greatly to 
the a lmost universal stereotype of the German as a 
superior and prosperous farmer. Lemon dispu tes this 
stereotype, maintaining that the Quakers and the Men
nonites were the most prosperous and forwa rd looking 
groups, the one English and the other German. He 
points out that in 1782, according to tax records of the 
sixty most wealthy Germans in the county of Lancaster, 
60% were M ennonites while M ennonites accounted for 
only one-quarter of the population." Since the county 
was almost entirely inhabited by Germans, that means 
that there were many German farmers who were not 
actually so well off as the travelers seemed to think. 
The extravagant praise of the prestigious Dr. Rush's 
Account of the Manners of the German I nhabitants 
of Pennsylvania (1789 ) seemed to combine with the 
view of prosperous M ennonite farms to cement the 
stereotype of the superior German farmer in the minds 
of both Americans and foreigners. 

F OODWAYS 

Though the journals here cited do not by any means 
provide a complete picture of Pennsylvania German 
eating habits in this period, they do point out the items 
that struck the Europeans as noteworthy, e.g. an abun
dance of fruits and vegetables and the use of other grain 
preparations instead of bread on the frontier. 

Tha t the apple was important to the "D utch" econ
omy is shown by the impressed and extensive comments 
of the travelers. K alm even tells us that when a m an 
bought land his fi rst act was to plant young apple trees 
so they would mature all the sooner and bear fruit. 
Next he built his house, and lastly cleared and planted 
his fie lds." T he making of cider and applebutter in 
Pennsylvania was commented upon by many travelers, 
though we m iss Peter K alm's remarks due to his over
conscientious translator. Thomas Anburey noticed that 
on every farm in the vicinity of Lancaster there was a 
cider mill consisting of a wooden wheel drawn by a 

"Anburey, op. cit ., p . 175 ; and Cuming, op. cit ., p . 31 , 
on organ. 

" Fearon, op. cit ., p. 183. 
'·James T . L emon, "The agricultural practices of N ational 

Groups in eighteenth-century southeastern Pennsylvania." The 
Geograph ical R eview, LVI ( 1966 ), 467-496. 

" Kalm, op. cit ., I , 164. 
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The Cloister of the Se venth-Dayers at Ephrata in Lancaster County was commented on by most 18th Century 
travelers in Pennsylvania. Drawing by Ralph Dunkelberger. 

horse.'" Cazenove liked the Moravian cider at N.azareth 
so well that he ordered a hogshead of it to be sent him 
at Christmas. Johannes Schweitzer, a Swiss immigrant 
in 1820 noticed the applebutter making as he walked 
along the turnpike from Philadelphia to Lancaster." 

Kalm marvels at the quantity of fruit trees in Amer
ica, especially peaches, apples, pears, and cherries. He 
goes into great detail describing how peaches and apples 
are pitted, cut into four quarters, and dried by alter
nately hanging them in the sun and placing them in 
the ovens in which bread had been baked." This meth
od of drying fruit is still in use today as described by 
Hostetler in his account of contemporary Amish society 
in Pennsylvania." Kalm's journal gives us detailed 
descriptions of fruit wine making. Of the berries and 

'"Anburey, op . cit ., p. 165 . 
" Robert Billigmeier, and Frederick Picard, editors, The Old 

Land and The New, Minneapolis, 1965. 
" K alm, op. cit ., I , 72 . 
" John A. H ostetler, Amish Society, p. 170. 
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fruits used for winemaking he mentions: white and 
red currants, strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, 
cherries, and in Maryland, wild grapes." Persimmons 
were either made into wine or put on the table as 
a sweetmeat. All in all, Kalm seems more impressed 
by the abundant fruits in America and their preserva
tion and usage than any other foodstuff. He notes that 
in Europe peaches are rare so that in Sweden only the 
rich could taste them." It is little wonder that he was 
struck by the abundance of fruit in America. 

The question of vegetables cultivated by the Penn
sylvania Germans is a difficult one. Dr. Rush in his 
A ccount gives the Germans credit for introducing vege
tables into the diet of Pennsylvania, and claims that his 
German neighbors eat more vegetables, but less meat 
than do the English." Cazenove in 1794, however, travel
ing in the vicinity of Allen's Town, sees few vegetables 

31K aim, op. cit., I , 85 . 
" Ibid ., I , 72 . 
'"Ibid ., I, 72. 



b sides cabbage, potatoes, and turnips." H e notes tnat 
the Germans live on potatoes and buckwheat cakes 
instead of bread."" A French traveler, Edouard de 
M on tule in 1817 a lso notes the lack of bread in the 
inns, "but they quickly make you a sort of small cake 
out of corn or wheat flour, and butter." " These cakes, 
he claims, are tasty, but a bit heavy on the stomach! 
John Flint, describing the Philadelphia market in 1819 
claims that it sells the most vegetables in the world.'o 
These differences of opinion are probably influenced 
to some extent by Rush. The travelers may also be 
reporting regional differellces in vegetable cultivation 
wi thin Pennsylvania itself. Certainly in 1748 when 
Peter K alm was observing, years before Ru h ver wrote 
his essay, there se m to be plenty of vegetabl s, okra, 
asparagus, gu inea peppers, cucumbers a nd sweet pota
toes being specifically mentioned. 

In the line of meats for the table, much wild fowl 
and bear seems to have been hunted as well as squir
rels. The squirrels, whil e a probl m be ause in large 
numbers they could destroy a maize field in one night, 
were also a blessing in that they were eaten "and 
reckoned a da inty. "" The rae oon was also eaten a nd 
found tasty, and oysters, which were for sa le in the 
ma rket in Philadelphia, were considered a great dainty. 

The diaries of Moravian missionaries on their trip 
from Pennsylvania to North Carolina in 1752 and of 
a visiting bishop tra veling the same route twenty-eight 
years la ter give us a n idea from the German point of 
view of what was eaten, though admittedly the travel
ing situation would limit the sorts of foods possible. 
Rather than a prepondera nce of vegetables over meat 
as Rush suggests, the party of 15 men on the road to 
North Carolina mention meat and dumplings, chicken, 
wild turkey shot along the way, and a hog they buy 
and butcher." For breakfast, which is usually taken 
between four and five a.m., they have pumpkin broth. 
As a welcome gift from the neighbors when they arrive 
at the new settlement a rea in mid-November, the Mor
avian brethren receive a wagon load of pumpkins and 
several bushels of turnips to hold them throu gh the 
winter. Twenty-eight years later in 1780 when Bishop 
and Mrs. R eichel and their company travel the same 
route they do not face the same rigors of the road. 
Breakfast is generally somewhat la ter, around 6 a .m., 
and they frequently stay with Germans along the way 
who give them food. Their beverages sound very m od
ern: coffee in the morning, beer for lunch, and tea 

31Cazenove, op. cit., p. 24. 
" Ibid., p. 34. 
" Edouard de Montule, op. cit., p. 138. 
,0J ames Flint, Letters from America, pp. 5~-60. 
41Kalm, op. cit., oysters, I, 115, 172; sqUirrel, I, 96; rac-

coon hunting, I , 97. . 
""Diary of a Journey of Morav~ans from Bethle~em, Pen~~ 

sylvania to Bethabara in Wacho~lIa, North 9arolma, 1.753, 
in 1 ewton D. Mereness, Tra vels In the Amencan Colomes, p. 
339. 

in the afternoon. One unlucky m(l,rning they write: 
"our chocolate fell into the fire twice.'''' The life of 
the traveler seem to have become much more luxurious 
and leisurely in the intervening years between the two 
journeys along the same road. 

rCK E A D Dr EA E 

10 ely related to the intere t in food is the interest 
in sicknes and di ease and the relation of food to it. 
By far the most commonly mentioned disea e in the 
journals is "feaver," gene rally as ociated \ ith tagnant 
water. Peter K a lm, with his u ual completene , list the 
most commonly fatal di case as "con umption , fevers, 
convul ion, pleuri ie, haemorrhage, and drop ie ,"" 
but devote severa l di cus ions to the problem of fever 
in particular. H e notice that the Germans generall y a -
ociate the prevalence of malaria with stagnant water 

while the English associate it with eating wate rmelon in 
particular, and too much fruit in genera1." 

In investigating the pl ants of America he lists their 
medicinal properties and is hence a goldmine of informa
tion on the non-magical cures of the time. M ost fre
quent of the cures mentioned are those for toothache 
and diarrhea which a re ex tremely varied. One of the 
subjects he ponders a t length is why the Americans or 
the immigra nts to America lose their teeth . H e con
cludes that it must be because they drink so much hot 
tea and always eat hot food." K a lm concl udes that 
na tive Americans are weaker than Europeans because 
they die younger, and the women do not bear children 
as Ion" as in Sweden. Even the cattle from Europe 

'" degenerate and become maller according to him. The 
Englishman H enry Fearon, years la ter in 1818 is still 
concerned with the loss of teeth and early deaths of 
the Americans. H e attributes this to early marriage 
and too much liquor and tobacco." 

The German soldiers writing letters home during the 
R evolution are convinced that the people around Phil
adelphia haven' t a healthy color because of unwhole
some a ir a nd bad water.'" They also feel that the yearly 
fevers and "itch" come about because the food is not 
as nutritive as in Germany and the a nimals and vege
tables grew to only half their size. Whether this im
pression that things in America grow to an inferior 
size and tha t living things are smaller tha n in Europe 
is due to an innate prejudice against the ew World 
or whether it is true is difficult to tell. Certainly in the 
frontier situation people might be poorly nourished and 
die young, but in the cities and long established areas 
there is no reason to suspect that the people were any 
less healthy than their European counterparts. Another 

" Travel Diary of Bishop and Mrs. Reichel, in Mereness, 
op. cit., p. 605. 

"Kalm, 0 p. cit ., I , 57. 
"Ibid., I , 368. 
"Ibid., I, 361-364. 
"Fearon, op. cit ., p. 170. 
"Stone, op. cit., p. 215. 
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factor which may have been operating here is the priva
tions brought on by the war. 

THE SECTARIAN COMMUNITIES 

Visi tors and Ameri an travelers as well were partic
ula rly interested in the various communi ty experiments 
in Pennsylv,ania such as Ephra ta, the M oravian com
munities of Bethlehem and Nazareth, and the commun
ities of George R app at H armony and Economy. Thomas 
Anburey during the Revolutionary war gives us an ex
tended account of Ephra ta, a community of 500 accord
ing to him. H e calls the sect behind the community 
the "Dum piers," rather tha n the more common nick
name of "Dunkards" received from the practice of 
baptising by "dunking" people three times in a river." 
H e notes that the brethren practice celibacy, are veg
etarians, have a communistic system, like to preach 
a bout humility, temperance, and cha rity, practice adult 
baptism and baptism for the dead, and spend their 
whole lives in labor, prayer, or sleep.'o H e approaches 
the community from the point of view tha t it is an 
interes ting experiment. Dr. Thomas Walker, while ex
ploring the K entucky territory in 1750 stayed with a n 
offshoot of the Ephrata community located near Blacks
burg, M ontgomery County, Virginia. H e was there 
very soon a fter the founding for he reports tha t though 
the group didn't believe in eating fl esh, it hadn't been 
there long enough to have a supply of other foods neces
sary to make such a practice possible." 

The Moravian communities interested many travelers 
for their nea tness, industry, and musicality. Peter K alm, 
while never reporting a visit to the Moravians, did men
tion tha t their leader Cou nt Sinzendorf (sic) had 
visited America in D ecember of the year 1741 and re
mained until spring. It must have been a n impressive 
visit to be ta lked about seven years la ter. Indeed, K alm 

reports tha t Zinzendorf's "uncommon behaviour per
suaded many Englishmen of rank, tha t he was dis
ordered in his head."" Cazenove was quite impressed 
with Nazareth, Pennsylvania, and desc ribed it in detail. 
In 1794 during his visit each fa rmer gave 1/3 of his 
income to the Congregation showing tha t the M oravians 
were not completely communistic by this time and people 
were pa id something for their work . Cazenove, always 
interested in the practical, notes tha t the gutters from 
the houses a llow wa ter to run down in to the meadows 
making rich pastureland- a practice he thinks worth 
emul a ting. H e also approves of the practice of keeping 
the dead for three days in a special building, examining 
them often to make sure they a re really dead ." While 

" Anburey, op. cit ., p . 166. 
,oIbid ., pp. 166-169. 
" Dr. Thomas Walker, Journal of 1750. In J. S. J ohnston, 

ed;~ First Exploration of Kentucky, pp. 38-39. 
, Kalm, op. cit., I, 56. 
" Cazenove, op. cit., pp. 20-2 1, feels this custom should be 
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within 24 hours. 
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Cazenove admires the Moravian settl ement, he doesn't 
think much of religion in general, or the masses either 
for tha t ma tter: 

When you observe what peace and abundance 
there are in these Moravian settlements, you see 
how much better superstition and enthusiasm a re 
than the dissolu teness and laziness always produced 
by irreligion. T here is no choice [or the masses, 
they must be bigoted or be the prey of their most 
vicious inclina tions." 

M argaret V an H orn D wight stops to visit Bethlehem 
in 1810 as a tourist stop on her way to Ohio. The 
Englishmen visiting the U.S. from 1815 to 1820, how
ever, make no mention of the Moravian communities 
or Ephrata which by that time was largely inoperative, 
but a re fascinated with the community experiments of 
George R app. 

Around 1820 one of the must sights on the foreign 
visitors' itinera ry was the R appist community of New 
H a rmony, located on the Wabash river in Indiana. The 
accounts of travelers provide us with a wide variety 
of views of life at New H armony. 

Travelers describing the first H a rmonist settlement 
in Pennsylva nia incl ude J ohn Bradbury, the Scotch 
botanist, and Edouard de M ontul e, a French tourist. 
Englishmen describing the H armony settlement in 
Indiana include Elias Fordham and John Woods, 
residents in the nearby community of English Prairie; 
Thomas Hulme, an English farmer trying to establish 
a new colony in Illinois; Richard Flower ; William Faux 
and Adla rd Welby, essentially tourists. The English in 
this period were much taken up with ideas of progress 
and social reform and were consequ ently very much 
interested in R app's working experiment. 

The founder and prophet of the H armony com
munity was George Rapp, in some accounts a vine
dresser and farmer of plebeian descent," and in others 
a weaver from Wiirttemberg. In 1804, R app, with his 
followers from Wiirttemberg established a community 
near Pittsburgh in Butler County, Pennsylvania, where 
a ll property was held in common and life was lived 
a long the lines of the New T es tament in "Christian 
brotherhood." By 1811 Bradbury was impressed by the 
tremendous adv,ances made by the community from a 
base of 9,000 acres of land va lued at $20,000 to prop
erty worth at least $220,000 in his estimation. The town 
he saw was a self-contained unit that added each year 
to its necessary industry. In 1806 a la rge inn, barn, 
dyer's shop, oil-mill, and tannery were built. A saw 
mill and brewery were constructed in 1807. By 1808 
there was also a brick meeting house and a bridge over 
the creek; by 1809 a fulling-mill, oil-mill, a mill for 
breaking hemp, a grist mill, and a brick warehouse 
with wine cel la r. By 1810 the Harmonists were man
ufacturing broadcloth from their own Merino sheep, 

" Ibid ., p. 23. 
" George Lockwood, The New H armony Communit ies, p . 8. 



had a carding machine, two spmmng Jennys and a 
factory for 20 looms.'" 

In sp ite of the prosperity of the community, or per
haps b cause of it, F ather R app moved his flock to 
30,000 ac res a long the Wabash in 1815. According to 
de M ontule the commun ity moved because there was 
a sudden increase in population in the vicin ity of their 
old comm unity and R app fcared his followers would 
lose their strictness." Others felt their reason for moving 
was that H armony, Pennsylvania, was far from naviga
tion a nd not suitable for fruit cu ltivation which they 
wished to spec ialize in and that therefore they sought 
a warmer climate. Th real reason probably lies some
where between the two. 

In M ay, 1818, just three years a fter the R appists had 
moved to their new community, Elias Fordham from 
nearby English Prairie, de cribed the New Harmonists 
as follows: 

... Their cooking, their dress, is exactly the same 
as it was on the ba nks of the Rhine. Their language 
is German. They a re orderly, civil people, and the 
town is already very neat. The houses, log-built, 
a re placed at regula r distances, and are each sur
rounded by a neat kitchen and flower garden, paled 
in. The footpath is divided from the road by rows 
of lombardy poplars. Mr. R app's house is a hand
some brick building, by far the best in Indiana." 

'<J ohn Bradbury, Trav els in the Int erior of America in the 
Years 1809, 1810, I 8Il. In Thwaites, Early Western Tra vels, 
V, 3 14-316. 
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According to Fordham the H armoni t all dres ed alike 
including Father R app who appeared in the pulpit on 
a weekday evening in a lin ey wool ey coat and blue 
worsted night cap. Fordham was impressed b the 
neatne and pro perity of the town, but he noticed 
that the people of the surrounding country disliked the 
H armoni ts because they allowed no drunkenne s in 
their tavern . This would seem a simplification of the 
reason for the a ntipathy of the community at large 
toward the H armonists, but reports of other trave!"rs 
verify that the R appist community was not popular 
among the neighbors." 

A burning question for the travelers was that of the 
practice or non-practic.e of celibacy by the members of 
the community. Hulme felt they were restricted to 
having children only once in every so ma ny years and 
concluded tha t the local comments that ridiculed the 
H armonists as enslaved and sworn to celibacy were un
founded." George Flower at the nearby English settle
ment, claimed that contrary to rumor the Harmonists 
were allowed to marry, but believed the incumbrance 
created by famili es a hindrance to the spirituality of 
Christians." Lockwood, the historian of the Harmony 
community, stressed celibacy as one of the secrets of 
their success. With few children to rear and educate 

" All close-knit sect groups and communal societies suffer 
from the same range of outsider attitudes. 
~homas Hulme, Journal. Reprinted in Thwaites, Early 

Western Tra vels, X, 60. 
·'R ichard Flower, Letters, p. 99 . 

A10nroe County forms the northeastern limit of the Dutch Country. This is an early 19th Century mew of 
Stroudsburg, its county seat. 
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the community members could devote themselves total
ly to production. It would seem that R app gradu ally 
became more strict on the rule of celibacy, as the earlier 
reports don't mention it as frequently as the la ter ones. 
H e is said to have propounded a doctrine of the "dual 
nature of Adam," i.e., that Adam contained within his 
own person both the sexual elements. The Fall of Man 

came about because Adam could have created all from 
his own body, but became discontented and God sep
arated from his body the female p.art. Therefore, Rapp 
concluded , the celibate state was more pleasing to God." 

The musicality of the Rappists impressed travelers. 
Hulme, the farmer, took the combination of the flower 

gardens around eaeh house and the music as a sign of 
simplicity and ignora nce in the people."' There is som e 
evidence that the people of the community m arched 
to .and from work in the fields to the music of a band. 
Rich ard Flower described reapers returning from the 
fields in a body preceded by a band of music, m en 
marching first, women next, "and the rear ra nk com
posed of young women, with each a neat ornament 
of striped ceda r wood on their head"" 

The dress of the H armonists aroused comment, some 
of it less than complimentary. Faux thought the women 
were made to look as ugly as possible: 

. . . having their hair combed straight up behind 
and before, so that the temples are bared, and a 
little skull cap, or black cra pe ba ndage, across the 
crown, and tied under the chin." 

Woods described their dress as being uncommonly plain 
and of their own manufacture : 

The men wear jackets and panta loons, with coarse 
hats. The women a kind of jacket a nd petticoat, 
with a particular kind of skull-cap, and a straw hat 
made peculiarly fl at."" 

The visitors noted that the entire commun ity spoke 
only German with the exception of those who had to 
meet the public: the miller, the tavern keeper where 
strangers were lodged, and George R app's adopted son 
Frederick who handled all the community's outside 
business affairs. 

The prosperity of the communty came from its fine 
fields and orchards but also from the m anufactured 
goods, which were sold outside the community and 
gained a name for excellence. Woods said they owned 
2000 sheep and a large quantity of stock, and es timated 
their store goods and property as being worth one 
million dollars."' 

For all the good things the community of New Har
mony offered ;ts members, things that aroused the jeal- . 
ousy of the neighbors who were suffering to make a 

" Lockwood, op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
" Hulme, op. cit., p . 53. 
·'Flower, op. cit ., p. 99. 
·'William Faux, op. cit., p. 250. 
" John Woods, Two Y ears' Residence in the Settlement of 

the English Prairie in the Illinois Country, p. 316. 
" Ibid ., p . 3 I 3. 
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living on their fa rms, most visitors comment on a certain 
dullness about the town. Adla rd Welby was willing to 
a ttribute this dull sameness " . .. to the phlegmatic 
Germa n cha racter" ra ther than "to their institutions."" 
Not only did the members dress exactly alike, accord
ing to Woods they ate the same thing at the same time, 
though each in his own house. Though he thought the 
people of N ew Harmony very industrious, he didn't 
think them very enlightened '" The neighbors in the 
English Prairie community nearby were divided in their 
opinion. George Flower felt they were a credit to the 
a rea, but Morris Birkbeck, the founder of English 
Prairie, criticized the community as being: 

... not firm as to temporals, a nd as to spirituals 
it is a priestly tyranny, interested in enslaving 
body and conscience, in order that a few m ay 
some day divide the spoi1.'· 

Birkbeck was a fraid that the followers of George R app 
would m anage to squeeze out most of the people and 
divide the great riches of the community between them
selves. Faux felt that Rapp held the community to
gether by superstition, threatening those who would 
quit the society with damna tion. 

Even though the community was obviously pros
pering, R app sold it in 1825 to Robert Owen, a Scot 
who also wished to start a communistic experiment, 
a t what many considered less than its true value. Rapp 
and his followers moved back to Pennsylvania to start 
yet a third community, Economy, which also for a time 
prospered. It may be tha t R app felt he could only 
keep his people together as long as he kept them work
ing hard to forge a new community. When things got 
too easy and there was a less pressing immediate goal, 
the community became restless, and as R app was a 
wise leader he moved on to a new fronti er. H ence, 
it appears that originali ty was discouraged, communal 
work was encouraged, and the family principle was 
considera bly disturbed by celibacy rules leaving George 
R app as prophet, priest, and king of his fl ock." 

RECREATION 

Notice of recreation and good times among the 
people is not too frequently included by the travelers 
but there are a few illuminating notes . Cazenove found 
that in 1794 in York it was the custom for the people 
to come to the inns and taverns in the morning and 
evening for drinks, news, and conversation . H e also 
visited the County Fair in La ncaster held in June to 
coincide with the court session. H e is impressed by the 
loud joy of the young people who went kissing in the 
streets while their fathers got drunk in the taverns." 
The County Fair seems to have served as a courting 
ground in more than the legal sense. 

"Welby, op. cit., p. 266. 
·'Woods, op. cit., p. 314. 
" William Faux, op. cit., p. 267. 
"Lockwood, op. cit., p. viii. 
" Cazenove, op. cit ., pp. 74-75 . 



Tastes in tourism have differed through the centuries. In the Victorian era urban cemeteries with their 
elaborate monuments attracted wide tourist attention. This is a view of Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia 
from "Go dey's Lady's Book." 

Fortescue Cuming in Lancaster in 1807 observed in 
a rathet superior tone tha t it was a dull place lacking 
in manners, taste, and the refinement of education, 
though the situation might improve with future gen
erations. His description of the recreation available, 
however, make it sound like less than a total waste
land as there was "occasionally an itinerant exhibition 
of wax-work, or a puppet-show: but there are taverns 
without number at some of which I have been informed 
pri-gambling is very customary.'''' H e mentions the 
horse races held annually at which there was much 
betting and shooting with a rifle: 

. . . a favourite amusement, at which they are very 
dextrous, meeting at taverns at short distances from 
town, to shoot, sometimes at a mark for wagers 
and sometimes at turkeys provided by the tavern 
keeper, at so much a shot, the turkey being the 
prize of the kill er of it- the distance is generally 
one hundred yards, and always with a single ball." 

Edouard de M entule tells us that near Chillicothe, 
Ohio, he got rid of his French gun since it wasn't suit
able there. The locals used "very long, rifled carbines, 
charged with a very small ball. These carbines are of 
an accuracy that is as astounding as the skill of the 
hunters.'''' 

"Cuming, op. cit., p . 32. 
" Ibid. , p. 33. 
"De Montule, op. cit.,. p. 136. 

The tavern appears to have been a center of activity 
for travelers and the local populace a like, and served 
as a center for social life and interaction. Margaret Van 
Horn Dwight, for a ll her disdain of Dutchmen gives 
us a good picture of fifty of them passing a convivial 
evening in the tavern at H anover-near-Bethlehem 
smoking, drinking, swearing, pitching pennies, almost 
dancing, laughing, and talking.'" 

LANGUAGE 

Some travelers were struck by the use of the German 
language in America. H enry Fearon, an Englishman, 
was quite surprised to find native Pennsylvanians in 
the vicinity of Lancaster who couldn't speak English . 
Peter K alm, for a ll his observation, made little ref
erence to language a nd undoubtedly spoke German 
since he mentions talking with German farmers. The 
H essian officers in America during the Revolution were 
somewhat appalled at the state of their mother tongue 
in Pennsylvania. One of them wrote in a letter home 
that "our loved mother tongue is completely Anglicized 
in this colony, .and will soon be transformed into what 
may be called 'the Pennsylvania language,' which will 
be unrecognizable by' either Germans or English."" 

Margaret Van Horn Dwight, while sneering contin
uously at Dutchmen, claimed she understood no German 

"Farrand, ed., op. cit., p. 16. 
"Stone, op. cit., letter from Philadelphia, May 7, 1778. 
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but was sure the Dutch men and women were swearing. 
She a lso illustr.a tes the influence of German dialect in 
the traveler' s expression " We came but a little piece" 
meaning to come from not far away.78 

The diaries indicate that most travelers, particul arly 
the British, had very little conversation with the Ger
m ans of the population, except bilingual innkeepers, 
a nd are judging the country and people from observa
tion and preconceptions. The two most complete ac
counts of the life and ways of the Germans encountered, 
those of Cazenove from Amsterd am and K alm from 
Sweden, are from two people who are likely to h ave 
spoken or understood some Germa n. The disparaging 
remarks by the H essian officers do probably indica te 
a truth which is that by 1778 Pennsylva nia German 
was already somewhat influenced by English. 

As has been evident throughout, the comments of 
the travelers must be taken with a grain of salt a nd 
an effo rt to understand their point of view. In spite 
of possible distortions a nd outright error, narra tions 
a nd reports of tra velers, native a nd foreign, a re of great 
\'a lue to the folkIife historia n. Traveler' s journals give 
color, detail, a nd human interest by pointing out, often 
vividly, what local residents would have taken for 
gra nted and not mentioned. 

"Farrand, op. cit ., p . 29 . 
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My Interview with a Powwower 
By ROBERT L. DL GE, JR. 

M.an has moved through many phases in the evolu
tion of his existence on this earth. Included in this 
evolution is the increasing number of technological 
adva nces that ha ve occurred over the last 250 years 
in America. With these technologica l advances have 
come advances in medicine and the exposure of millions 
of people to industrial society. 

Due to the fact that most America ns have been 
exposed to an advanced form of society, it is question
able whether powwowing could still exist in a society 
such as ours. Scholars have pointed out that "the 
practice of folk-healing thri.ves along with isolation in 
general,''' a nd "the practice of pow-wow is of neces
sity conceived in secrecy and maintained in mystery.'" 
Therefore, it may be asked if powwowing still exists 
as a viable para-medical force in Eastern Pennsylva
nia, an area generally regarded as advanced tech
nologically- evidenced by the number of industries that 
thrive in the area. 

The answer to the above question is that, "of course 
people now do not have the faith in such things (as 
pow-wowing) that was once manifested, nevertheless 
there are many persons, particularly among the older 
folks, who believe in at least some of them.''' That is, 
among various groups and sectors of the Eastern Penn
sylvania population, there are those who still , today, 
maintain a belief in powwow doctoring. A curious fact 
is that the belief in powwowing is not limited to a ny 
particul ar group or societal segment, with many varied 
people professing so to believe. 

In reference to the Amish belief in powwowing, the 
principal authority on the Amish writes: 

"Powwowing, or recourse to the magical art in 
case of certain forms of illness, is by no m eans 
a thing of the past. Among the Lancaster County 
Amish, however, there a re no practitioners or pow
wow doctors, but those who qualify for this name 
are frequently consulted by them; and, it would be 
incorrect to say this was only an Amish custom.''' 

Another standard description of Amish life tells 
us that "Brauche or sympathy-healing plays a role 
in Amish life even though some of the more progressive 
Amish have condemned it as witchcraft.''' 

'John A. Hostetler, Amish Society (Baltimore: The J ohns 
Hopkins Press, 1963 ), pp . 272-277. 

'Scott F. Brenner, Pennsylvania Dutch , Plain and Fancy 
(Harrisburg : Stackpole Press, 1955 ), pp. 59-78. 

'J. L. Rosenberger, The Pennsylvania Germans (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1923), p. 134. 

',Hostetler, op. cit ., pp. 272-277. 
' Calvin G. Bachman The Old Order Amish of Lancaster 

County (Lancaster, 19Eh ), The Pennsylvania German Society, 
Volume LX, p. 275. 

Another expert says, 
"Powwow ing is very much a contemporary thing 
in Pennsylvania . There are still ' dozens of pow
wowers of the eprofe ional' category in opera tIon 
in Ea tern a nd entral Penn ylvania .... In fact, 
de pite sta tements to the contrary ... powwowing 
is still as im portant a fea ture of Pennsylvania folk
culture as it was in the 19th Century.''' 

Yet another researcher in the field of Pennsylvania 

folk-culture has fou nd, 
.. there are indications that powwowing is 

not sounding its death knell , and that it is adapt
ing to the times . . . For those who practice it, 
powwowing is sti ll a thriving and exciting activ
ity ... The tradition of powwowing ha declined 
in terms of the numbers who practice it or use the 
services of the practitioner. However, it leads a 
vigorous existence among certa in people.''' 

Although this author has learned of several pow-wow 
doctors in his section of Pennsylvania, only one could 
be interviewed. This man, a Mr. X, of a small town 

in East Central Pennsylvania, is a very active, practicing 
pow-wow doctor. This man is a lay-medical per on and 
had, at one time, a license to manufacture and sell 
medi ine in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for 
nineteen years. The following is an excerpt from the 
author's interview with Mr. X. 

'Don Yoder, "Twenty Questions on Powwowing, "Penn
sylvania Folklife, XV: 4 (Summer 1966 ) , 38. 

'Marcia Westkott, " Powwowing in Berks County," Penn
sylvania Folklife, XIX :2 (Winter 1969-1970 ), 9. 
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OR, THE 

Co ver of the «L ong 
Lost Friend/' Penn
sy l v ania's most 
widespread manual 
of occult folk med
icine. 

LONG-L()ST FRIEND 

A. {'"ollcction of Mysterious Arts a nd Rcmtdi~ 

for Man as welt as Animal~ 

UBLISHED FOR THE TRADE 

A: Is Pow-Wow doctoring faith healing? 
X: That is correct, it is . 
A : Is Pow-Wow doctoring limited to the Penn-

sylvania Dutch? 
X: No, any person tha t has the talent can use it. 
A: Is this an inborn talen t? 
X : Yes, it is what the man above gives you. We 

all have talents, every one of us, if we put 
them to the right use. We don't know it until 
we try it. To go with this, I cannot learn 

you- I can learn a woman and a woman must 
transfer it to a man, otherwise it will be no 
good. 

A: You are in the process of teaching someone 
now, are you not ? 

X: I have taught some, yeah. I don't want to 
die and leave this by. 

X: The cases I mostly get here, is cases that 
doctors can't do nothing with- it's the last 
chance-I call it the last chance. And after 



A: 

X: 

A: 

X. 

A : 

X: 

A: 

X : 

X: 

A: 

X: 

A: 

X: 

they come here a while, but I have to caut ion 
them, they must believe in the man above 
before I can touch them. Otherwi e, I say 
there's the door, go. I cannot work aga in [a] 
stone wall. 
Is this the only thi.ng tha t is required, by them, 
that they have faith in the man above? 
That's right, fa ith in the man above and faith 
in me, and fa ith in themself. ' 
In times gone by, pow-wow doctors treated 
almost every type of case, is tha t true today? 

Yes, stopping blood is an easy one : Ezekiel 
16: 6. It starts out, "as I pass by thee," thee 
means the name of the person. Now I get 
telephone calls from all over the country here. 
I don' t know who they are-I ask their name 
t~at'~ a ll I wa.nt, and that they're bleeding: 
I 11 Sit down with my Bible and read it three 
times, slow. 
Is there any significance in saying things over 
three times? 
Three times over- the Fa ther, the Son, and 
the Holy Ghost,. that's a ll. If you don't do it 
you' ve no power. Before I do this for bleed~ 
ing, I say this over three times to myself I'm 
doing this for the Fa ther, for the Son, and for 
the H oly Ghost-then I read. 
Are there any particular types of diseases that 
that you treat? 
No, I treat mostly anything. Now, mostly all 
your cases start with inflammation. Inflamma
tion is fire and corruption, and once you get 
that out you have your case stra ight. ow 
when you have these cases which the doctors 
call contact dermatitis, when I work on those 
cases, I will just turn fiery red and I'm gasping 
for my breath-I will also sweat. That means 
it's coming from the patient into me, and the 
L?rd is then taking it away from me, if he so 
wllis. But I am knocked out some times for 
a short period. Any per on that does this ~ork 
and doesn' t tell you that, well, then they're 
not working. 
I t's coming to a time when some of our doctors 
are using it now, because they're losing too 
many patients which they shouldn't lose. 
Medication doesn't cover a ll things. 
Are there any particular types, sexes, or ages 
of people that come to you for help? 
No, anyone that has the faith. I get an awful 
lot of women-many women going through 
menop.ause. We straighten them out. They're 
so many of them going up to the mental in
stitution that don't have to. You get some 
men coming in here, between 45 and 55, that 
are going through a change of life also. It 
isn't limited only to women-we a ll are 
human. We all have to go through that 
stage-a lO-year, not 7-year cycle. You really 
don't know what you're doing (for about one 
day a month ) , you're shaky, you're suspicious, 
you're bull-headed. 
You then do, or cou ld treat, a lot of ca es 
that go to a mental hosiptal? 
I do. One of the latter parts of my treatments 
IS to give you what they call hypnotism
hypnotism lightly with prayer. 

A: 

X : 
A : 

X : 

X : 

A: 

X: 

A : 

X: 
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X: 
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A: 

X: 

X: 

A: 

X: 

X: 

Do you have a lot of people that come here 
to ee you ? 

n awfu l lot-sometimes I wi h I were twin. 
I have heard that powwowing u ed to be 
popular, then decl ined, but now may be back 
on the upswing. Is th is true today? 
It i very popular. I ha e orne ca es in a 
local town, hamokin, kin cancer, to use the 
doctor's terms. One went to one doctor and 
another. 0 hope. Then she saw me- he 
was full of all marks . Then I trea ted her 
with a medicine that I make-we' e been 
making it for genera tion . It's a home remedy. 
We use tha t and the faith healing as treat
ment and it come out that there are no sca rs, 
the tissues are all fed, and that the scars all 
a re disappeared. 

ow erysipelas-tha t's a form of contact der
matitis. All tha t is, is fire and corruption
the pus is just pouring out of them. We cure 
those kind. 
Do you use anything like the old powwowers, 
like the Pow-Wow Book or anything? 
No, I memorize as much of this as I possibly 
can, then when I get stu k, I use my Bible. 
Don't many of the cures follow, though, from 
the Pow-Wow Book, or similar sources, in
cluding the Bible? 
Mostly from the Bible. They a ll must come 
f rom there ( to have power ) . You have to 
see the cures in order to believe it. It's one 
of the greate t gifts that God gave to man. 
Between men and women, is one more power
ful than the other when powwowing? 
No. But some can (or could ) only lift it to 
a certain point. 
Are there many other powwowers in the a rea? 
No, I'm the only one in this valley at the 
present time. I'm the only one in the radius 
of a good distance. I get a lot of people in 
here from Mil ton (Pennsylvania ) . I've had 
them in here from ew York and New J ersey, 
and all. over. Cases that couldn't be touched, 
otherWise. I generally go out on a Wednesday 
to hamokin, Mt. Ca rmel, and on down the 
line. 
Do most cures take a series of treatments? 
Well, they either take three, six, or nine. As 
a rule after your first treatment, you'll feel 
better. That's if the patient cooperates with 
you, and has faith. If the patient is stubborn 
it takes longer. ' 
You feel like a million dollars after working 
on someone. But you have to u e a lot of 
psychology, too. Now I wouldn't work on a 
patient right away-I'll sit here and talk to 
him a while before. 
Do you li~e publicity of any type, or do you 
prefer word-of-mouth, and so forth ? 

I generally use word-of-mouth . I don't ad
vertise. I can accept no money-I have no 
charge. Whatever they give me, well that's 
up to them. When I had a license to man
ufacture ~nd sell medicine, I could charge 
them for It. 

For a good many years, I sold medicine at 
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DR. 'RICHARDS' 

~nhian 
• 

iegetahle ~il 
AND BLOOD SEARCHER. 

A slund. rd medicin e for the sperdy, radical and eflectual cure of all dis
eases arisi ng from impurities of the b! ood ; this medicine has wr ought the 
most miracul ous cures in desperate CRses of acute and chronic rheumatism. 

] nflam mlltory rheumtlt ism, headache of every kind , eruptions of the skin, 
d.\S pepSla, dropsies, gravel, boils, corrupt humors, loss of appetite, g en6rni 
debility, liver complaint , pains in th e head, side, back, limbs, joints, nnd 
ol'gans, rheumntism, rush of the bloOd to the bead and giddiness. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. 
],'or toothache, take a half teaspoonful and hold it in your mouth for five 

minutes. F or headache, take . half tea , p"o~ful inward:and rub tbe forebead 
and it will cure in fiv e minutes. For rheumatism, take from a balfto a tea
spoonful every hour until you sweat. and after thai a, much as the system 
will allow until a cure (, eHe cted, F or c ramp, colic, &c .. tako from a half 
to n tea' poonful until relief is foU'llp . 

Prepared and sold Vvl, ole,ale and Retail by 

DR. RICHARDS, 
N o. 7~ Washington Street, between Nint/, and Tenth, R eading, Fa. 

C E R T I F I CAT E S. 
Dn. RIC8An os--I hud the neuralgia. in my bead for nine days ~ nd Was laid up and sun'ered a 

great dea l of paiu . I am Bound cured by tb e U8U of your oil , l consid er it al most in vo luable. 
CATHERINE EVERHARD, Jleading, Pa. 

DR. RlcHARDs-I bad rheumati sDllI.boul three mouths ; J was stiff in QUIIIY j oint s: I :\tll t\8 
\\Iell Ils:f.:l ver I was and CII U work as well 1l3 e ver bv tbe \l se of your oi l. 

. SARAH 110T!IoIAN, Read/nth Pu. 
DB.. RICHARD!:j-! had been luyi ng with rb eumatis lU tli ree or fonr weeks, doctottil with four 

othe r doctors : called on Dt. Ri cbaru8 li nd (ount! reli ef right off, and was cun'd in eight days, 
by tb e use of Y OIU' oil. I could not :11 1\)\1' :I n," ller ... on to luuch m I". 

CATIIAHINt;; HARTMAN. HtadhlfJ. Pa. 
WITNESS-John Semen. John A. Hotlllllil . 

DR. HICIIA r..DS-I had ueen layingull t1rflwlI up with th e "heuol a t.i Snl-doctored with otLrs 
Lut found no relicf ; c'lll ed on Dr. Richant:l and got. some of hlg oil, and fou Dlt relie f in tHU CD 

~l~il?tb\e:g ~~1~~~ ~~~n~~!~jf 4wetv,e hOIlI'~ lind indbr'ibHw;~8~oo;gJ';'~,V.;;:di~~,B~~k. 
DR. RICRARDS-I bad th e dropsy (or three yearlt I had dropsy and rheumatism togethqr. 

My leg, at. th e tim e r got your oil, wos swoll en 8 S thick 8S my hat ; tried all other remedies aDd 
found no relief ; o ther doc tors told me I could lIot Le cure d I ueed four bottl es of your oil and 
was sound cured in three weeks. A~e 68 years; T would take my oath any day that your med. 
Iclne cured me. HENRY OENSIMER, lltadillg, P a. 

DR. Rlr;OARDS-I hM th e inflalllllll1tory rhe umatism in my right arDl 80 that I could not use it ; 
I bad it in a sliug ; I got two bottles of your oil , and it cured my arm so sound that I could go 
to work in tbree days. Hatter by trado . JACOB ROLAND, R eadillg, Pa. 

DR. RIOHARDS-This ia to certify that I have been :aOiictcd with rh eumatism ; I waa eo bad 
that I could notalt up in bed with it ; I was 8welled at my kn ees. wrists, anns, IO R;8 and fee t, 
WI\! obllg-ed to be fed ; found relief right away, and we nt down stairs in four da.ys by tbe use 
of your Indian. Vegetable Oil. HENRY DETER, Read inu, Pa. 

Price per Bottle.-25 Cents for 1 
2 ounce viol. 

Patent M edicine Broadside published m R eading, Penn
sylvania, 19th Century. 
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Don Yoder Collection. 

the auctions-the inspcctors wou ld come along 
and close all the other places up, but not me. 

X: Teas are good, huckleberry tea; carrot tops
make a tea out of them. Mineral oil is good 
for pregnant lad ies- makes the babies come 
right out, without any trouble. 

A: Does any hexing go on today in the area? 
X: Oh, yes. There's much hexing in Shamokin, 

Kulpmont, Marion Heights, and Mt. Carmel. 
X: Babies with skull diseases- babies crying in 

the night for no discernable reason. And I 
do cure them. 

X: I break hexes. 

M ention must be made of the fact that Mr. X is 
very, very serious about his work, and his faith in the 
"man above." There semed to be no a ttempt at evasive
ness by Mr. X and his manner conveyed to the author 
that Mr. X indeed did believe tha t he was doing good. 
In other words, the author was given the impression 
tha t Mr. X was in no way a "quack" and that he was 
truly sure of hi mself, his cures and his ability to heal 
the sick and affli cted . 

One interesting fact of the interview was tha t Mr. X 
seemed to stress the fact that many of his cures deal 
with psychological problems. This seems interesting in 
light of the fact tha t most ea rl y powwowing dea lt with 
physical problems and situations. Perhaps this represents 
a new shift in the pa rt of pow-wow doctoring. 

In line with the prior discussion and to partially 
answer the question, does powwowing still exist today, 
it may be said that Mr. X is not alone in the a rea in 
his practice of povvwowing. According to some sources, 
there are a few other pow-wow doctors in the area, 
including one in a town in Union County who is said 
to effect his cures by performing sexual a cts with 
his family members in the presence of the afflicted 
party. (It is therefore, doubtful, whether he is really 
a powwower. ) There are also two doctors of whom I 
have heard in the Carlisle area. \"'hether these people 
have as large a practice as Mr. X is not known. 

Also, to find out if powwowing is still a viable para
medical force in Central-Eastern Pennsylvania, all one 
has to do is talk to certain people in the Shamokin
Mt. Carmel-Elysburg area. According to several of 
these people encountered during the course of this au
thor's research, powwowing does exist, with many people 
now using the services of a powwow doctor. (One of 
my informants told me she has used the services of a 
powwow doctor for over twenty years.) 

There are only a few explanations tha t this author 
could give for this increased use of powwow doctors 
over the past several years. First, with the over-burdened 
medical doctors of today, many people may be losing 
faith by having to wait months for an appointment to 
see their own physician. As one person aptly put it, 
one has to get sick by appointment these days. Secondly, 
in the past several years in all parts of America, there 
has been an increase in the study and practice of the 
occult sciences, by various levels and groups of the 
population. With this virtual rebirth of occultism, 
perhaps, the powwow doctor has come back into vogue. 
This naturally is only speculation. 

Even though there seems to be another increase in 
the use of powwow doctors in this day and age of 
technology, it is open to question whether these doctors 
will ever approach having the size practice as the over

burdened medical doctor. In other words, though, as 
long as there are those who believe, there will be pow
WOW1l1g 



American Emigrants from the 

Territories of the Bishopric of Speyer 
By WER ER HACKER 

Translated and Edited by D O, YODER 

[The basis of this article is the American emigration 
section (pp. 121-140 ) in Werner H acker, A uswander
ungen aus dem frii.h eren H ochstift SjJeyer nach Sii.dost
eurojJa und Ueb ersee im XVIII. Jahrhundert (Kaisers
lautern, 1969 ), in the series Schriften zur W anderungs
gesc hichte der Pfiilzer, No. 28. The book provides 
valluable documentation on and ana lysis of the emigra
tion from one relatively small government in the Rhine
land- the territories which were formerl y under the 
secular jurisdiction of the Bishop of Speyer (H ochsti ft 
Speyer) . The diocese of Speyer, which involved eccle
siastica l jurisdiction over churches and parishes, was 
not identical to th is secula r wing of the bishop's author
ity. The territories of the H ochstift embraced 119 sep
arate localities (cities, villages, hamlets, and single 
estates) which were immediately under the bishop in 
his secular administration. These localities were scat
tered on the left and right banks of the Rhine in the 
present-day states of Baden, the Palatinate, and Alsace. 

The emigration from this territory- which was not 
a continuous, united geographical area but was made 
up of enclaves scattered through other jurisdictions
was thus subject to the same economic and social motives 
for emigration as the rest of the Rhineland in the 18th 
Century. The poverty years, the lack of land for ex
pansion, and the devastation and disruption caused by 
the wars all contributed to the .appeal of emigration 
to Southeastern Europe as well as the "New Land" that 
beckoned across the Atlantic. The book includes details 
on some 1600 families or single persons who left for the 
German settlements of Hungary and other areas of 
Southeastern Europe (pp. 35-120 ), and on about 400 
familes and single emigrants who went "overseas," which 
in the 18th Century meant America. O f these the 
majority left in 1763-1764 fo r the French settlement 
of Cayenne (French Guiana), called sometimes in the 
records, the " island" of Cayenne. The North American 
destinations involved Pennsylvania, New England, Can
ada, and Mississippi (Louisiana ) . 

The documents on which Werner H acker based his 
emigrant book are found in the K arlsruhe Sta te Archives 
( Generallandesarchiv Karlsruhe), covering the Speyer 
terri tori es on the right bank of the Rhine which were 
ceded to Baden in 1803. Not included .are those Speyer 
territories on the left side of the river, the documents 

for which a re located in the Speyer State Archives, nor 
[or the Alsatian villages formerly under Speyer, the 
records for which are deposited in French archives. 

The list is valuable for the historian and sociologist 
as well as the genealogist, for it gives details about 
occupation, property, and fami ly, personal reasons for 
emigration , the procedure of emigration, etc. Partic
ula rly useful are the introductory sections (pp. 9-33) 
which provide the reader with a clear and detailed 
account of what vassalage ( L eibeigenschaft) meant in 
the 18th Century, a relationship to the state very dif
ferent from the current connotation of citizenship, and 
how one was released through it by manumission. The 
introduction includes a lso details on the system used 
in taxing emigrant property, and descriptions of the 
fate of those manumitted emigrants who changed their 
minds and decided to stay, not all of whom were 
graciously readmitted. 

We a re indebted to Werner H acker, to Dr. Fritz 
Braun, Director emeritus, and D r. K arl Scherer, Direc
tor, H eimatstell e Pfalz, K aiserslautern, West Germany, 
for the privilege of republishing for our readers this im
portant list of emigrants to North America.- EDITOR.] 

l. Jacob Bohler, of Freimersheim, with wife and 5 
childrell, property of 65 florins, manumitted, to New 
England, 1766. 

2. Josef Brunner, of Klein-Schifferstadt, R eformed, 
with wife and 3 children (Maria Catharina 19, Johan
nes 18, and H einrich Elias 6), property of 422 florins, 
manumitted April 26, 1729. Arrived at Philadelphia, 
September 11, 1729, on the Ship A llen with Christian 
Gotz(endanner) (q.v.) and Johann Waydmann (q.v.) . 
All three took the oath of a llegiance on September 15, 
1729 (Strassburger-Hinke, Pennsylvania German Pio
neers, List lOA,B,C ) . In the ship lists the name is 
spelled "Bruner" and " Prunder" . The wife, Catharina 
Elisabet h, is listed among the women, the son "John 
H enderick" among the boys under 15 years of age, and 
the son Johannes is listed with the men, with the nota
tion "sick". Missing is the daughter's name, Maria 
Catharina. According to the records, the wife's m aiden 
name was Th omas. 

3. A ppolonia Dreher, wife of Martin Dreher, of 
Balzfeld , applied for emigration to America with her 
four d aughters and was manumitted, March 1764. H er 
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hu band had wilfully d s rted her during the war; is 
living in Saxony and is said to be Lutheran. An Andreas 
Dreher from Balzfeld, with wife Maria Anna and 4 
hildr n (Appo lonia, Maria Eva, Catharina, and Joh

ann Peter) appears in the same list as d stined for 
ay nn. ould h ' I id nti al with the Andreas 

Dreher who arrived a t Philad Iphia n the hip If am
ilton in 1767 ( trassburg r-Hinke, List 265 C )? 

4. M ichael Franckh, of Rohrbach (Sinsheim ) . Re
c iv d manumi si n to migrate Lo Miss is ippi, 1723, 
but wants to stay. Is ord red to pur has his itiz nship 
a n w, or I av , "sin c Lh e pis opal villag s (i .. , of th 
Bi h pric of I y r ) ar not to b onsid red a dove-
oL" [da man die St ift sflecken als vor keinen Taub en

schlag oehalten haben will]. 
5. Christian Gotz (Gotzendanner) , of chifT rstadt, 

R form d, pr perty of 65 n rins, was manumiLt d to 
em igrate to Penn ylvania, April 26, 1729, with wir and 
s n (a ed 6) a nd da ught r (aged 5). It a l pars Lhat 
Lhis em i ra nt was hriSlian Gotzendanner, from Lh e 

WI fam il y of Giezendanner which had migraL d into 
the P la tinate. Th nam p 1I d in Lhe ship lisLs 
K itsin fander, K itsenlander, a nd K ilsen lander (Stras
burg r-Hink , List lOA,B ,C ) . H arriv d at Phil ad 1-
phia on Lhe hip Allen, ptemb r 11 , 1729, a nd took 
the oath f a ll eg ia nc on eptemb r 15th wiLh his f 1I w 
countrymen Jose f Brunner (q.v.) and Johann Wayd
mann (q. v.). Brunn rand Gotz( ndann r) had been 

Speyer on the Rhine, 
from M erian's Topog
raphia G rmaniae 
(1672). 
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manumiued on Lhe sam clay and it is known from the 
a rchives that hri stian Gotz ndann r of KI in-Schiffer
sLadt had marri d A nna Barbara Brunner, daughter of 
J oU f Brunner. 

6. fJ ans Georg Gobel, of "Hofheim in the Austri an 
t rriLori s" [l-l o/heim im Oesterreichischen], citizen, vas

sa l of Lh e bishop of Sp yer, by bad luck overloaded 
wiLh d bLs (wife and childr n, free of vassalag ), had 
pr pcrty of 160 A rins, was manumitted to go to his 
relativ . in P nnsylvania [zu V erwandten in Pennsylva
nien], April 24, 1733. Arriv d at Phil adelphia on the 
, hip H oIJe, August 28, 1733. In th ship li st th name 
is spell ed "G bel," "Gab I," a nd "Gobi" (Strassburger
IIinke, List 3 1 A ) . The fa th r's ag is giv n as 40, the 
wife Barbara (38 ) , and five hildren a re li st d ( Antoni 
12 , A nna Maria 10, Magdalena 8, Jerg Adam (5), and 
Hans Jerg ( /2)) . 

A I tter to th Editor from Dr. Fritz Bra un, Director, 
II imatstell e Pfalz, Kaiserslautern, dated February 24, 
1970, furnish s additional data on this fami ly. The town 
of origin is now HofTenheim near Sinsheim in Baden. 
From the hur h registers of Hoffenheim it appears 
that Lhere wer leven children in all: ( 1) Antonius, 
born August 24, 1717 ; (2) Carl Antony, born October 
21, 1718, died August 26, 1720; (3) Maria Elisabetha, 
b rn Septemb r 3, 1720, died O ctober 2, 1720; (4) 
Anna Marw, born August 14, 1721; (5) Georg Bal
thasar, born M arch 3, 1723, died August 23, 1724; 

j . .r. Marc"J ... s: In •• t 3 J' M"ndhor. t . Da!fU.jlc,- dOJtec . r. Car';'cj" er C/QJi;er. 
11 . -w<,"'/tlaor. /~ . WiJ.n~.".! . .r.G" .. J •• /1- ' ,J' . .Matt!,,,, /5'.s: etMa ,6. La.ar"t . 



(6) Maria Magdalena, born J anuary 1, 1725 ; (7) A rina 
Margaretha, born March 23, 1726, died February 28, 
1728; (8 ) Georg Adam, born April 13, 1727; (9 ) 
Hanss Georg, born September 12, 1728; (10 ) Anna 
Catharina, born February 28, 1730, died February 24, 
1733 ; and (11 ) Maria Dorothea, born April 13, 1732. 

7. Johann Peter H auck, of Rot, with wife Barbara 
and 5 children (Georg Peter, Wilhelm, Caspar Anton, 
Maria Su sanna, and Nicolaus), to America 1764. Could 
this have been the Johan Petter H auck who arrived at 
Philadelphia on the Ship Chance, November 1, 1763 
(Strassburger-Rinke, List 239 C ) ? On the same ship, 
listed separa tely, was Johann V alatin Hauck. 

8. Gertrud Kammer, of Kronau, single, went "to 
the ew Land" [ins neue Land], 1763. R er property 
amounted to 27 florins 35 kreuzer. The accounts were 
settled in 1774. 

9. Andreas K olb, of Dielheim, with his family "to 
the new island" [in die neue l nsul], 1763. The record , 
however, gives "America" rather than Cayenne as goal 
of emigra tion. One Johann Andreas K olb arrived at 
Philad lphia on the Ship R ichmond and signed the 
oath of allegiance, O ctober 20, 1764 (Strassburger
Rinke, List 247 ). 

10. Johann and Julius M eyer, brothers, of Ober
hausen, property 90 fl orins, manumitted M arch 21 , 1764, 
to emigrate, presumably to America. 

11. Peter M eickhart, of Tiefenbach, with his family, 

I' 

manumitted to emigrate to Mi issippi, about 1724. 
Was readmitted. 

12. Johann Caspar Michen felder, of Zeutern mar
ried 5 yea rs ago in Lanca ter [Pennsykania]. Ri prop
erty amounted to 2156 florins ; received manumission. 

ince the document is dated 1773, the marriage mu t 
have taken place in 1768. 

13 . Johann M ilch, of Wiesenthal, 28 year old, prop
erty of 460 florin , wants to settle in Philadelphia, 1808. 
One Johann M illich had arrived at Philadelphia on the 

hip Little Cherub on O ctober 18, 1805 ( tras bu rger
R inke, List 488 ). 

14. Daniel Muller, of Freimersheim, re ident and 
citizen, Lutheran, with wife and 6 children, property 
of 40 florins, paid 2 florins manumission tax to go "to 
the ew Land" [ins eue Land], April 1, 1751. O ne 
Daniel M iller arrived at Philadelphia on the Ship Eliz
abeth, taking the oath of allegiance September 5, 1751 
(Strassburger-Rinke, List 162 C ). 

15. Catharina Schafer, nee Maurer, of Zeutern, her 
husband from Odenheim, 4 children, property of 32 
florins 56 kreuzer, manumitted 1764 to go "elsewhere" 
[anderwarts]. America was intended . 

16. Jacob Schweickard, of Freimersheim, Catholic, 
property of 26 florins, paid 3 florins manumission tax, 
March 8, 1741. "T o the ew Land, which according 
to him is Pennsylvania" [ins neue L and, welches seiner 
M einung nach Pennsylvanien sein solle]. 

17 . Michael Thomas, of Klein-Schifferstadt, with 
wife and 7 children, property of 555 florins and 23 
kreuzer, manumitted to go to Pennsylvania, July 1, 
1729. Arrived on the Ship .Thistle of Glasgow, taking 
the oath of allegiance August 29, 1730 (Strassburger
Rinke, List lIA,B) . In list A the emigrant is listed as 
"sick" . 

18. Johann Ulm, of Kronau, citizen and baker, with 
wife and 5 children, property of 224 florins, manumitted 
in the second quarter of 1737, to go "to rela tives in 
Mississippi" [zu Verwandten nach Mississippt} 

19. Martin Ulm, Margarete Ulm, and Catharina 
Ulm, of Kronau, brother and sisters (guardian: Val 
entin Knaller) , manumitted to go to Pennsylvania, 
M arch 23, 1752. 

20. Conrad Waldhub er, of Zeutern, with wife and 
5 children (Ju liana 15, Johann 12, Maria Eva 8, Jacob 
6, and Michael 1 0), manumitted to emigrate to Can
ada, 1763. 

21. Johann Waydmann, of M arientraut, with wife 
and 3 children (daughter 8, little daughter, and baby 
son ), 51 florins property, manumitted to go to America, 
July 1, 1729. Appears in the same ship list (Strass
burger-Rinke, List lOA,B,C) as Josef Brunner (q.v. ) 
and Christian Gatz( endanner) (q.v.). All three took 
the oath of allegiance on September 15, 1729. 

22. Michael Web er, of Freimersheim, with wife and 
3 children, property of 36 florins, to New England, 1766. 
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Emigrants to America 
from the Duchy of Zweibriicken 

By FRIEDRICH KREBS 
Translated and Edited by DON YODER 

[The following list of 18th Century emigrants, mostly 
to Pennsylvan ia, appeared in the a rticle, "Amerika
Auswanderer des 18. Jahrhunderts aus dcm Gebiet des 
H erzogtums Zweibri.icken," in Genealogie, II ( 1970), 
50-53. The data was extracted from documents in the 
Palatine Sta te Archives at Speycr, West Germany. Ad
ditional materials on some of these emigrants can be 
found in William John Hinke and John Baer Stoudt, 
editors, "A List of Gcrman Immigrants to the American 
Colonies from Zweibruecken in the Palatinate, 1728-
1749," The Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, I 
(1936),101-124; and Friedrich Krebs, "A List of Ger
man Immigrants to the American Colonies from Zwei
bruecken in the Palatinate, 1750-1771," The Pennsylva
nia German Folklore Society, XVI (1951) , 171-183.
EDITOR.] 

1. On May 3, 1741, Theobald Braucheller (Bri:i.uch
eler) of Schell weiler a ked officially for permission to 
go to America with his brother-in-law Peter Burgey. 
This permission was granted by decree of the Zwei
bri.icken Government the very next day, on May 4, 
1741, at which time the Oberamt Lichtenberg rcceived 
the order to prepare the manumission certificate for 
him upon payment of the manumission tax of 10 batzen. 
Theobald Brauchler landed at Philadelphia in 1741 on 
the Ship Snow Molly and took the oath of allegiance 
there on October 26, 1741 (Strassburger-Hinke, Penn
sylvania German Pioneers, List 88 A-C ). 

2. From a document of Jacob Jost, son of Daniel 
Jost of Baumholder, dated M ay 2, 1739, it appears 
that about eleven years previously he had set out upon 
the journey "to Pennsylvania" [nacher Pensylvaniam] 
in company with somc people, and married after .his 
arrival there. On account of the inheritance of his 
wife, a native of Fussgonhcim in the Palatinate, he 
had returned to the homeland and received 300 florins 
paid out by the brothers and sisters from the paternal 
estate, of which he then paid back 40 florins. Of the 
remaining 260 florins he wanted to pay the tithe (tenth 
penny) tax. However, the Zweibriicken Government 
decided on May 14, 1739, that Jacob Jost of Baum
holder would have to pay the sixth penny (i.e., the sixth 
part) on the entire 300 florins. Jacob J ost landed at 
Philadelphia in August 1728 and took the oath of a l
legiance there on August 24, 1728 (Strassburger-Hinke, 
List 6A,B). 

3. By decree of the Zweibriicken Government dated 
April 18, 1741, permission to emigrate to America was 
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grantcd to Anna Elisabetha Kuhn, widow of Abraham 
Kuhn of Baumholder, upon payment of 106 florins, 
6 batzcn, and 11 pennies. In the pcrmission to emigrate 
were included hcr two sons Johannes Kuhn, 23 years 
old, and Johann Wilhelm Kuhn, 13 years old. In her 
pctition of February 21, 1741, the widow cites the fact 
that he was very poor and always has been ; she has 
incurred many dcbts during her married life, so that 
nothing remained anymore for her support. Besides, on 
account of hcr advanced age, a second marriage was 
not to be considered. As goal of emigration she in
dicated Carolina. Possibly Johannes Kuhn, who landed 
at Philadelphia on the Ship Marlborough in September 
1741 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 82 A-C ) . 

4. By decrce of the Zweibriicken Government dated 
March 24, 1781, the property of Anna Ottilia Arnold 
of Leinsweiler was confiscated for the trea ury. She had 
been married to Daniel Berger of Breitfurt "about 40 
years ago" (according to other documents, in 1733 or 
J 734) and after the death of her husband in 1754 had 
gone away with sevcral children, secretly and without 
permission, from Breitfurt to America. During her 
absence the property had devolved upon a cou in and 
was then left in part to a soldier named Amold. The 
marriage entry Berger-Arnold was nowhere to be found, 
although in the R eformed Church Register of Wals
heim on the Blies there were found the birth entries 
of several children of the couple: 1. Wilhelm, born 
September 1738, 2. Johannes, born Jul y 29, 1736, died 
April 19, 1738, 3. Johann Georg, baptized September 
3, 1741, 4. Maria Catharina, born tfarch 15, 1745, 
and 5. Johannes, born October 28, 1751. Daniel Berger, 
inhabitant and linenweaver at Breitfurt, died March 
5, 1754, at Breitfurt and was buricd there on March 7, 
1754, at the age of 43 years. 

5. Nickel Hundsicker, son of the deceased inhabi
tant [Gemeindsmann] Jacob Hundsicker of Breitfurt, 
had emigrated in the year 1753 "to the American 
islands" [in die amerikanische Insuln] without previous 
manumission and permission of the government. Because 
of this his property was confiscated for the treasury. The 
Freifrau von Schorrenburg was notified that his prop
erty, which his brothers Elias and Daniel Hundsicker 
still possessed, also what he was to inherit from his 
mother (who was still living ) was to be put into arrest, 
and if such had devolved upon him, it should be con
veyed to the proper land office after deduction of the 
manumission and other taxes. (Decree of the Zwei
briicken Government, September 1, 1767). 



St. Lambrecht in the Palatinate. From Merian, Topographia Germaniae (1672). 

6. An inheritance of 3 florins, 8 batzen and 8 pennies, 
which had fallen to Philipp Frey, native of Rornbach, 
was confiscated, since he had gone to America. It was 
finally awarded to the emigrant's brother, Paul Frey of 
Bockweiler, on account of a claim of 17 florins on the 
emigrant (Document of the Zweibriicken Government, 
August 26, 1778 ). Possibly the Philipp Frey who arrived 
at Philadelphia in 1754 (Strassburger-Rinke, List 221 
A-C). 

7. The property of Christian S cherrer, formerly the 
winter schoolmaster at Frohnhofen, who had "abscon
ded" to America, was declared forfei ted to the treasury 
(Document of the Zweibriicken Government, May 28, 

1765 ) . 
8. The Zweibriicken Government decreed on October 

15, 1776, tha t the property of j ohannes K eller of Bock
weiler, who had gone to America, was to be collected 
for the treasury. At the same time the petition from a 
married couple at Waldmohr, that it be granted to 
them, w.as rejected . Since a great number of persons 
bearing the name j ohannes Keller emigrated before 
1776, it is imposs ible to identify this particular emigrant 
in the ship lists. 

9. By decree of the Zweibriicken Government of 
October 18, 1768, the present and future property of 
Elis·abeth M eyer, daughter of Hans Georg M ichel of 
DeIlfeld, was declared forfeited to the treasury. The 
reason given was that she had gone away "to America" 
[in Am ericam] about 16 or 17 years ago with Georg 
M eyer of Kleinsteinhausen, whom she had married in 
the year 1751 , without previous permission and pay
ment of emigration tax. Possibly Georg M eyer, listed 
twice, arriving at Philadelphia October 4, 1752 (Strass
burger-Rinke, List 187 C ) . 

10. The property of Hans Georg Schwartz of Cont
wig, who had gone away to America [nacher America] 

about the year 1752 without previous manumission, was 
exempted from the property confiscation, but on the 
said property 7 florins hd to be paid for manumission 
and the tithe ( tenth pcnny ) paid on the exported 
property (which had amounted to 21 florin ) . Possibly 
H ans Jerg Schwartz, arrivi ng at Philadelphia September 
23, 1752 (Stras burger-Rinke, List 182 C ). 

11. The Zweibriicken Collection Office announced 
in a document dated July 13, 1762, that because of 
the confiscation of the property of j akob Simon of 
Pfeffelbach, who had gone to America, the appropriate 
sealed document would be delivered in duplicate to the 
authorities. Since before 1762 a t least three different 
persons bearing the name of j acob S imon appear in 
the ship lists of the port of Philadelphia, the arrival 
of this particular emigrant is a t the present time im
possible to establish clearly. 

12. The heirs of Wilhelm Miiller of K onken peti
tioned in 1779 for the release of his confiscated prop
erty. Wilhelm Miiller, a son of the inhabitant [Geme
indsmann] Adam Miiller at Konken and of his wife 
A nna Margaretha j ung, had according to the doc
uments gone to Pennsylv.ania about 1747-1748. Ris 
share of the property in an inheritance amounting to 
219 florins, 13 batzen and 2 1/ 6 pence had been turned 
over to a guardian for administration. In 1782 the 
government was informed by the Collection Office that 
this confiscated property would be turned over at the 
assessed price on assurance of the taxes to the point of 
canceling the capital. The government thereupon, by 
decree of May 23, 1782, released to the brothers and 
sisters jacob, Nickel, and Maria Magdalena Miiller the 
properties belonging to thei~ absent brother at the as
sessed price. 

13. According to a report of the Village Mayor at 
Kiibelberg and the opinion expressed by the Oberamt 
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Lautern, January 14, 1772, Peter Molter (subj ect of 
Dittweiler) and his wife Margaretha Catharina Clos 
of Miesau, both vassals of the Electoral Palatinate, had 
gone on April 15, 1766, to "the New Land or Penn
sylvania" [das neue Land oder Pennsylvanien] without 
receiving permission or' manumission and leaving be
hind debts of 100 florins . But Peter M olter possessed 
from his maternal reservation or inheritance, after pay
ment of the debts [deductis passivis] 9 florins, 44 % 
kreuzer. His wife, however, had 194 florins and 16 
kreuzer, which had fa llen to her share after the death 
of her fa ther. H er inheritance was in the hands of her 
brothers and sisters in Niedermiesau. Both partia l leg
acies made together 204 florins and Y2 kreuzer. The 
Oberamt Lautern inquired whether this portion of the 
inheri tance over 204 florins was to be confiscated. 

14. According to an extract from the protocols of 
the Oberamt Zweibriicken da ted O ctober 19, 1763, the 
child ren of the deceased Philipp W eber of Mauschbach 
by his second marriage, i. e., Daniel W eber, Ceorg W eber, 
and Jacob W eber, had gone to America 13 years pre
viously. On August 10, 1763 the properties of the three 
child ren were sold at public auction following an order 
of M ay 17, 1763, and 435 florins, 12 ba tzen and 8 pence 
were realized from the sale, for which sum the a dmin
istrator received 27 florins 13 pence, leaving a balance 
of 408 fl orins, 7 batzen and 11 pence. The Zweibrii
cken Government ruled on August 10, 1765, that the 
mother was to have the usufruct of these 408 florins 
during her lifetime, but after her death they were then 
to be confiscated for the treasury. Perhaps Johann 
Daniel W eber, who a rrived on the Ship I saac and took 
the oath of allegiance on September 27, 1749 (Strass
burger-Hinke, List 138 C ) . It is questionable if the 
Jacob W eber who a rrived on the Ship Dragon, Septem
ber 26, 1749 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 137 C) was a 
member of this family, since he was accompanied by 
Valentin .and Johannes W eber, probably relatives, who 
are not documented in the above proceedings. 

15. By decree of the Zweibriicken Government d~ted 
August 4, 1777, the property of Samuel and Friedrich 
Becker, sons of Aaron Becker of Oberauerbach, which 
had been confiscated for the treasury because they had 
gone to America in 1771 , was released to Bernhard 
Cachot of Oberauerbach in instalments to be paid over 
a period of eight years. 

16. By decree of September 15, 1767, the Zweibriicken 
Government made disposal of the property of Friedrich 
Conrad of Baumholder, then established in Virginia. 
According to this his property, part of it exported, part 
still in the country, totaled the sum of 1809 florins, 7 
batzen and 4 pence, on which the sextile tax w.as to be 
pa id to the sum of 301 florins, 8 batzen and 18 pence. 
The b.alance was however to be confiscated and to be 
lent out to court-appointed secu rities. Since the date 
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of emigration is not stated, it is impossible to identify 
this emigrant with either Friedrich Conrad who arrived 
at Philadelphia in 1749, or with Johann Friedrich Con
rad who landed in 1751. 

17. According to an extract from the Amt ohfelden 
protocols of 1738 and a report from Oberamt Noh
feldcn dated April 29, 1739, the sons of Johannes Stautt 
(Staud) of Wolfersweiler, Johannes a hunter lad [jiiger
bursche] and Johann Michael a linenweaver, had gone 
to America "about 1737-1738 for their trade and their 
profession" [um 1737 / 1738 auf ihrem Handwerck und 
ihrer Profession]' The former had nothing, but the 
latter had taken along 24 reichstaler or 36 florins as 
trvaeling money. 

18. The widow of Jacob Seibert of Eitzweiler stated 
through her son Bernhard, that her son, i.e., Bernhard's 
brother Jacob Seibert, a vassal of the government, who 
had lea rned the linenweaver's trade (according to a 
report of the Amt Nohfelden dated 1738) had gone 
to America taking with him 50 florins. Johan Jacob 
Seibert took the oath of a llegiance in Philadelphia 
September 9, 1738 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 53 A-C ). 

19. According to an extract from the Amt Nohfelden 
protocols of 1739, Martin Schreyer had sent his youngest 
son Johann Adam Schreyer to America, without man
umission and payment of emigration tax. The emigrant 
had lea rned the shoemaker trade and received 50 florins 
as trave ling money. 

20. Jacob Staud (Stautt), son of Abraham Staud of 
Gimbweiler (Kreis Birkenfeld ), had gone to America 
in 1738 taking a long 50 florins as traveling money. The 
bai li ff Hautt received the order that on return of the 
emigrant manumission and the tithe (tenth penny ) were 
to be paid. Nevertheless the father wanted likewise to 
go to America. 

21. Matth es Cisch, stepson of Andreas K niebes of 
Ausweiler, had likewise gone away (to America) in 1733 
and had received from his stepfather 40 florins for the 
journey. Matt es Cisch took the oath of allegiance at 
Philadelphia, September 18, 1733 (Strassburger-Hinke, 
List 32 A-C ) . 

22. Likewise Christian Lauer of Hirstein, son of 
Peter Lauer, a vassal of the Kellenbach government, 
a bl acksmith by trade, had emigrated to America in 
1733, in order to perfect himself in his trade, and he 
took along 4 reichstaler as travel ing money. Christian 
Lauer took the oath of allegiance at Philadelphia, 
September 18, 1733 (Strassburger-Hinke, List 32 A -C ). 

From a ll these cases it follows that not only the per
mitted but also the r1 ande tine emigration from the 
Duchy of Zweibriicken must have been unusually large. 
This can be ascribed as much to the wanderlust of the 
population as to the bad economic outlook in the area. 
In Wiirttemberg, which also produced a strong emigra
tion to America in the 18th Century, conditions were 
simila r. 



FUNERAL CUSTOMS: 
Folk-Cultural Questionnaire No. 24 

Funeral customs and lore have been a widely re
scar hed area of European folk-culture, scarcely matched 
by American scholarship. Each human group has a 
highly developed system for celebrating and hallowing 
this rite of passage, which as Richard Weiss the Swiss 
folkilfe scholar puts it, marks the tran ition of the in
dividu al "from the community of the living in to the 
great community of the dead". Pennsylvania's ethnic 
groups have had a wide variety of funeral customs and 
we publis.h this questionnaire in order to elicit from our 
readers and wider audience the da ta they remember on 
the subject. 

1. Announcement of Death. H ow was death an
nounced in the past) to the community) to the wider 
family) to friends and acquaintances? 

2. Pre-funeral Arrangements. D escribe the pre
fun eral arrangem ents made by the family with minister 
and undertaker. What status did the undertaker have 
in earlier stages of our societies? W ere there separate 
undertakers or was "undertaking)) a sideline for other 
occupations? 

3. Coffin and Shroud. D escribe the earlier co ffins. 
Do you remember the six-sided coffin of earlier times? 
H ow were the dead dressed? If shrouds were used) 
describe them in detail. W hat were the colors of the 
shroud? 

4. The Wake. All societies have equivalents of the 
"wake)) - to "sit up with the dead/) to pay tribut e 
to the deceased. They were common in rural Penn
sylvania in the first part of the 20th Century) and 
have continued among certain urban ethnic groups 
to the present time. D escribe the wakes as you rem em 
ber them from your earlier days. D escribe the 'atmos
phere of the wake. What in you opinion was the pur
pose of the wake? Was it ever a social) even a courting 
affair for the young people as well as) in essence) a 
solemn occasion in honor of the dead? W ere games 
played? W ere songs sung? 

5. The Funeral Proper. Wh ere were fun erals held 
in the days before the so-called fun eral parlor? D e
scribe the rites at the home) at the church) at the grave. 

Describe the funeral sermon. What do you consider 
its main purposes? 

6. Pall-bearers and Bier. I n what way were the 
pall-bearers chosen? W ere they ever given gifts in 
m em ory of the occasion? D id the church have a "bier)) 
for carrying the co ffin? If so) where did it stand in 
the church? 

7. Funeral T ext and Funeral H ymn. W e are anx
ious to co llect information on the favorite funeral texts 
and fa vorit e fu neral hym ns of the Pennsylvania Germans 
and other ethnic groups in the state. Please write down 
those that you rem ember as fa vorites in your own back
ground. 

8. The Funeral Dinner. I t was earlier the custom 
to hold a large fu neral dinner after the burial. D escribe 
these for us. Who prepared the food? I n w hat order 
were the guests served? D o you recall criticisms of the 
custom fr om ministers and others? What in your opinion 
was the real purpose of such a m eal? 

9. Mourning Costume. D escribe the custom of 
wearing special m ourning costume after a fun eral m 

one)s family. H ow was this expressed by m en and by 
wom en? What were the grades or degrees of m ourning 
and w hat was the time schedule for them? Why has 
this custom died out in the 20th Century? 

10. M emo:-ials of the Dead . D escribe the various 
objects created as m em orials of the dead w hich were 
common in the last century ( a) the obituary and obit
uary verse) ( b) the m em orial card-often found in old 
family albums) (c) the elegy or poem m em orializing 
the deceased) ( d) the framed photograph or crayon 
portarit) (e) the hair memorial~a Victorian fa vorite) 
( f) the she.of of w heat fram ed in a shadow box) and 
( g) the tombstone and its inscription. H ow do the 
ways famili es rem ember their dead today differ from 
the customs of the 19th Century? What do you think 
are the reasons for the change? 

Send your replies to: 
Dr. Don Yoder 
College Hall Box 36 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 



July 1 ·2·3 ·4·5 ·6 ·7·8~ 1972 
For The Folk Festival Brochure Write To: 

PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE SOCIETY 
College Blvd. and Vine, Kutztown, Pennsylvania 19530 

An invitation to become a subscriber to the Society's periodical 
PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLlFE, now in its twenty-second year, published 
five times annually, in Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer, plus a 
colorful Folk Festival supplement. Each issue appears in a colored 
cover, with 48 pages of text, and is profusely illustrated. Subjects 
covered include: architecture, cookery, costume, customs of the 
year, folk art and antiques, folk dancing, folk medicine, folk litera
ture, folk religion, folk speech, home-making lore, recreation, super
stitions, traditional farm and craft practices, transportation lore and 
numerous others. 

The purpose of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a non-profit 
corporation, is three-fold: collecting and displaying the lore of 
the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania; studying and archiving it; 
and making it available to the public. 
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